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MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

It is always a privilege and pleasure to speak
to you through this yearbook. It gives me a

chance to mention one or two highlights of

the past year and bid our fourth year a fond
farewell.

The publication of the report of the Task
Force on Professional Image and Women in

Engineering was an important event during
1990. Some of the highlights were:

- Establishing a code of ethics for students
- Recommending that the Toike Oike,

orientation, songs, and cheers, abide by
this code

- Recommending a climate survey by an
outside agency to assess the attitudes,

practices, challenges, and opportunities

facing women here, and to develop

measures to ensure that there are no
barriers for women to participate in the

Faculty.

- Recommending that yre direct media
attention to the many positive things

which happen within Engineering at UofT.
- Recommending that Faculty and staff set a
high professional example for students to

follow.

- Recommending that the Faculty undertake
a vigorous recruitment program for women
students at the undergraduate and
graduate levels and for women faculty.

Other recommendations will be implemented
in the near future. The Code of Ethics,

which was adopted by the Engineering Society, is a model that is being emulated by student groups
across Canada.

The introduction of the T-Program this year represents another exciting innovation within the Faculty.

Through this, first year students who have done poorly in the Fall term may immediately repeat up to

three of their fall term courses without being forced to withdraw. The Spring Term courses are deferred

until the summer so that successful students in the program may start second year in September along

with the classmates who began U ofT Engineering with them.

You are graduating when our country is experiencing a mild recession, but the demand for engineers is

ever-increasing. You are graduating at a time when technology is changing rapidly and dramatically and
your engineering education will help you cope with the challenges of this changing society. However,

never neglect the opportunity for further education at some future time.

A special word to our graduates: keep up the $100-a-year habit. You were precedent-setters on campus
by initiating this incidental fee, and I urge you to listen to your social conscience as a graduate. The
students who follow you will be looking for the best, and one good turn deserves another. Please support

Engineering through the Annual Fund. Get involved in the Engineering Alumni Association, and, most
of all, promote U of T Engineering in every area of your career. You are now part of a proud and
distinguished group of alumni. Do not be afraid to stand tall and say it.

My very best wishes go with you as you start your career. Keep in touch—you will never regret it.



ALUMNI MESSAGE

You members of the Graduating Class, all understand that knowledge

is power, and character is all, in all. Your sojourn at the university is

proof of that.

My best wishes for you is that you be useful members of society, and

live happily within yourselves. Many of you are already committed to

what will be your life’s work and will enter on it either at once, or after

further period of preparation. The rest of you will wish to gain

experience here and there before deciding on the type of services that is

to claim you.

Each ofyou should keep on with your education using your experiences,

along with what you will learn from books and people, to build up an

acquaintance with the work you will have the privilege of doing. Do not

be satisfied with rule of thumb methods, which, though usually good

enough are apt to foul you when the unexpected happens. There is

great satisfaction in really knowing what you are about, instead ofjust

following a prescribed technique that some accepted master has devised.

You will be kept humble by comparing your achievements with those of

the top people in your own line, and the exercise need not shake your

confidence. You will retain a sense of mystery by reflecting on how
small is the part that man plays in the scheme of things, and this need

not disappoint you, or lead to despair.

I hold up to you, as a type the useful person, happy within himself, who
is confident in his achievements, and not cast down by his failures to

date, who appreciates minds and hearts differing from his own, who is

fair with others, and honest and just with himself, and who dedicates

himself to a life of service.

Happiness and best wishes to you all.

Donald E. Andrew

President - Engineering Alumnae Association



PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Well, it’s been quite a year! It was a year that saw the ctruction of what could very

well be the most astoundingly excellent iron ring caper in the history of the western
world, the MECH Saturn rocket (which by the way was not a Scud missile). It was a
year that everyone and their mother (or father) became an expert on mid-east issues.
It was a year that saw the LGMB play football on the field of the SkyDome while the
Blues were sitting at home crying about their loss in the Ontario finals. It was a year
where we realized that even during a recession, when everyone should be thankful
they even have jobs, a union (or three) can be allowed to legally strike. On top of all

that it was a year where I realized that my lifelong dream is to be a New Kid on the
Block.

That wasn’t the only thing I realized. I realized that cutting off all your hair when
it’s cold out is a very bad idea unless you have a nice warm hat. If you don’t go to
class you have a tendency to not really know what’s going on. If you leave your
thesis until the last minute it makes for a very stressful March (March hasn’t
happened yet but Y figure I will realize that pretty soon). Flying over Winnipeg at

midnight on New Years Eve
Bnad can skate! No one
album. Cars go scrunch
hard with a sledge hammer,
city. Dini Petty is as
is on television. And most
now and always will be the
newspaper on campus,
learned a lot this past year
on the Dean’s Task Force on
Women in Engineering I got
of the traditions of
enhanced by discussions at
conference at Ryerson and
Saskatoon.

can be kind of a drag. The
seems to want a LGMB
when you hit them really
Montreal is a very blurry
annoying in person as she
important of all the Toike is

most righteously excellent
On a serious note, I

as Eng Soc prez. By sitting

Professional Image and
a new perspective on some
engineering which was
the APEO student
the CCES Conference in

A lot of progressive change is happening and I hope the Committee to Study Climate
in Engineering continues on witn what we’ve started. The first Open Forum on
Climate in Engineering was a success and I feel it affirmed that the work of the
Climate Committee was necessary.

I would like to thank everyone for making my Job as easy as it was and not getting
me in trouble. The rest of the officers did such a great job that I could lust sit in my
hammock and think Wow, what a great job everyone is doing’. I would also like to

thank the Julie-Miester for being most excellent. Gary you’ve made a rockin’

yearbook. Leanne & Gil, you were most happenin’ Bnad partners. Special thanks
should go to Mona and Jason for watching over me all year. I would also like to

anti-thank whoever it was that put all the games on the EngSoc computer.

Well, it’s been real! Thanks for coming out! Ariva derci! Afitazen? Adieu! So
long! Farewell! Bye for now! We’ll be seeing ya! Auf Wiedersehen! (that’s better)

Cheerio! Adios amigo! Au reservoir! Thanks for having us! Don’t be a stranger!

And I’m outa here!!!!!

Kevin Fair
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This year’s Civil Club had a mandate:
to encourage more participation by
more openly addressing the tastes of

Civil students, and to be more
organized.

We feel we have been getting this

done. I like to view this year as more
of a rebuilding process for the Civil

Club, since I have observed a marked
change in tastes in Civil students

than in previous years.

For example, our Annual Civil Dinner
in October was put on the most
grandiose scale possible; it attracted

more students than ever before. One
alumni (8T9) even said, "This is the

Civil dinner of the decade!"

Our annual Civil hockey tournament
was well attended (as usual) and all

four teams had an excellent time

trying to trounce one another.

For the fourth year in a row. Civil

won the chariot race. Our chariot

(manned by yours truly) won due to the valiant effort of some BIG 9T1 and 9T2 people,

Thanx!

Due to a waning interest in our Annual Golf tournament, we have shifted the emphasis

to.... Volleyball! The Civil Volleyball tournament was a big success in its inaugural

year, and a good time was had by all.

I’d like to thank this year’s executive for their assistance and input, and all the others

that took time to make our events a success. As, that dude, James would say, "We

Rock!!"

Greg Fabbruzzo
Civil Club Chairman



Touch Football Champions
Division II

The Geo-Flintstones’

Roman Darewich
(Geo Club President)

Looking Like A Nerd

1991 Geo Dudes In
Their Underwear

Jeff Carr Wondering
What He Is Doing

In Skule™

r\

Chariot Race. Geo’s
Came In Second

Writing A First Year
Calculus Exam



T-was the Night Before Christmas, when all through the University, not a
creature was stirring, not even a mouse. The chariots were placed in their rooms
with care, in hope the Mechs would not be there. The engineers were nested all

snug in their beds, while visions of beer danced in their heads. The moon gave

a luster of midday to the objects below, when what to my wondering eyes should
appear, but a Civ chariot and four engineer. BUTTHEIR NOT CIV’S !!!!! Yes once
again the Mechanical Club by popular request has brought you the scandal of the

year! We acquired four lonely chariots that night namely IND, CIV, CHEM and
GEO. But as good Samaritans, we returned them to their careless owners with
a gift the morning of the race, so the other clubs could not have an excuse for not
running against the mighty Mech machine. As always the Mech club once again

proudly displayed the Jerry P. Potts award which is given to the winners of the

chariot race. Proving that it’s not important how you get there but who has the

trophy.

EXECUTIVE

Chair - John Civ
lc
Kuri

Vice Chair - Kevin Sarcasm Klock

Money Man - $ Erik Cynical Brown
Food - Rob Tense Speranza
Sports/Keys - George Biff Mallinos

SAE
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF

MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

American Society for

Heating. Refrigeration

and

Air Conditioning

Engineers

CSME
The Canadian Society

for Mechanical Engineering



Get a job — what for????? The Deadbeat Club from Rosebrough had
another banner year. It started way back in August with the Summer Nites event

for the FIrosh (don’t think we didn’t notice that other disciplines came to our room
because it was such a great party) and ended with a bang at the grad ball.

Life in the Industrial Club was not without its trials and tribulations

however. There was the ever so bothersome Campus Bull (CBS) and their

crackdown on unlicenced club events, the case of the missing computer, the

constant struggle with the odors in the common room, and various other minor
conflicts.

But all in all , I think most Industrials will remember this year for its finer

moments; the FIrosh week smokin’ smoker, the skating party, Skule Nite, and all

the other fabulous events that made this year so great. Congratulations should
go out to the outstanding showing put in by the Industrial Wastes hockey team
and the fourth year volleyball team who continued their thorough dominance of

the other disciplines. [EDITOR’S NOTE: We want Sinead back! Thief!]

Thanks to Mary Lou and Hanneke for doing their parts. Also thanks to

Professor Jardine for his support, Dianne, Louisa, Norma, Helen, and anyone else

who contributed to our efforts.

Ian Pietersma and Chris Hunter,
Industrial Club Co - Chairs

CLUB



We came, we saw,

and most of us
seem to have been
conquered.Well
another year has
slipped by, and
another class has
managed to
graduate; thanks
to zerox and their

wonderful

problem set
copying power.
Now we’re off to

summerJobs, grad
school or the so

called real world of

work.

I would like

to start off by
thanking everyone

for making Skule™
spirit Just what it

is, and saying that U of T engineering is the best. A lot of changes have happened over by last four years

here, from the Rubber Doll incident, and the revision of the Toike, to the end of a legacy when Ivey changed
his problem sets. But it’s still the same old Skule™.

The Engineering Science Club had another very successful year, with our Annual Dinner Dance at

the Old Mill, being the highlight. I would like to congratulate all of those Eng. Sci.’s who have made the club

such a success. I wish I could mention everyone by name but that would be just impossible; however, I

would like to thank Ken Gordon most of all, for all of his work.

It amazes me how Eng. Sci.’s. who are supposed to be geeks and keeners, can be so active in Skule™,

almost as active in fact as X-Eng. Sci’s, who seem to be everywhere in U of T from the SAC executive and
the Eng. Soc
officers, to the

lowest Flrosh.

Well it’s

been a blast,

come have a cold

one with me.

Charles

Mortley-Wood
Engineering
Science Club
Chair



Saddam’s Little Helper

"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times"; but
mostly It was the best of times as we reflect on another year

that’s rapidly on its way out. Chem Club once again

succeeded in injecting a little fun and relaxation into every

day school life.

The Common Room, as usual, was the centre of activities.

This oasis, in the middle of the desert, with its well-used

chairs, ping-pong table and pop machines housed many a
smoker, including a particularly successful one in October

sponsored by Proctor and Gamble. It also housed many
stray Plant Designers for many nights. If walls could talk,

no doubt that the rooms walls would have a few words to

say. Chem Club further improved the room this year by
installing a free phone and microwave for the comfort of our
patrons.

The highlight of the fall term was the Chem Dinner (also

named the JeffVanEenoo Dinner) held at the Delta Chelsea
Inn. Everyone who went had a great time!

The spring term saw equally successful events including the

Hockey Tournament and the Chem Faculty Dinner.

Thanks to Jeff, Sam, Jennifer, Sarah, Darren, Vasil, Claire,

Lynn, Gus and everyone else who helped to make it a great

year. Best of luck to next year’s Executive.

I nearly forgot.... it was great to see our Chem chariot win
the race this year. We Chems will all testify that we saw It

win, even if none ofyou saw it at all (thanks to the Mechs).

Micheal May
Chem Club
Chairman



I izz belongin to de Electrical Club. I izz liken it.

My brain izz gettin bigger and bigger all de time.
De Electrical Club ate dinner - At hotel across
from subway. It was food. It was fun. It was.
Party.

De three year olds went to Ottawa to

learn about complicated stuff. They skated.
Maybe not. They had fun.

De Electrical Club was smoking in de atrium
’cause they are scared of mice. They drank many
coca-colas and watched fuzzy images on de tube. De Electrical Club phoned people to
beg for money. Our club was bestest at persuading suckers to fork over de cash. We
are good aren’t we.
De Electrical Club entered and lost in the chariot race. We can’t be best at everything!

Nawdesh Uppal
Elec Club Chair

IEEE stands for the Institute of Electrical

and Electronics Engineers, the world’s

largest professional organization, which
handles events common to Electrical

Engineers throughout the world.

Here are some of the things we did this year. Our student run laboratory, the McNaughton Centre,

grew - twice: we now occupy (almost) half of the third floor of the Engineering Annex, and still have
a problem with overcrowding! There are 3 FAST computers to use, a colour scanner, a laser

printer, lots of purchased software, digital and analog oscilloscopes, a logic analyzer, up-to-date

databooks, parts etc. etc. Any member can now sign out a key from Ella for 24 hour access.

This year we arranged successful field trips to IBM, Northern Telecom, Ontario Hydro and
Schlumberger. For less than professional reasons, we worked on our sun tans at Six Mile Lake
in the summer and tore up the ski hills on our annual ski day during ski (reading) week. "Thesis

Night" was an event we held to help third year students meet and talk to prospective thesis

professors.

Does this sound like an organization for you? Go to LP484 (Pratt) and get an enrollment form from

Prof. Gulak or his secretary Jennifer Lambe.
Linas Dauksa

IEEE Student Branch Chairman



Portion Of The Fourth
Year MMS Class

MMS President and
Vice of Metallurgy

YES, You’re In
Fourth Year!

First Year’s Hard
At Work!

Portion of Fourth
Year Materials

Engineering Option
Class
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The Engineering Athletic Association

Engineering Athletics has

enjoyed one of its most successful

years. Participation is up and with it

SKULE™ spirit and success on the

field, rink, court, and pool has never

been higher. This success is due in

large part to the Women’s and Men’s

Sports Commissioners and the rest of

the Executive. Without their hard

work and perseverance, this year of

tight budgets and increasing

Department of Athletics and
Recreation policing would have been

difficult, to say the least.

We have seen a championship Rugby team, once again, and finally a

championship Football team (ten years in the coming). All of our other teams have

made SKULE™ proud with few defaults, skilful and sportsmanlike play and the

trademark SKULE™ spirit.

Thanks for the opportunity to help make SKULE™ athletics the power that I know
it can be. Good luck to next year’s E.A.A...

Michael Schaffer

E.A.A. President

Women’s Director/Soccer

Men’s Athletic Director

Secretary/Treasury

Equipment Manager
Co-ed Commissioner
Men’s Aquatic

Men’s Basketball

Men’s Football

Men’s Hockey

Lacrosse

Rugby

Allison MacKay
Cameron Curtis

Doug O’Malley

Andrew Steeper

Suzanne Kennedy
Alan Teare

Alan Morris

David Cotie

David Lotocki

Carl Sciuk
Mike Digiacomo
Brent McGaw
Mike Stevenson

Soccer - Division I

Soccer - Division II

Squash
Men’s Div. I Volleyball

Men’s Div. II Volleyball

Women's Basketball

Field Hockey
Women’s Football

Women’s Hockey
Women’s Volleyball

Skiing

Paolo de Rosa
Mike Peddle

Paul Vranesic

Roman Darewych
Tom Mok
Susan Doniz
Melodie Ridge

Jody Hubert
Sylvia Boiler

Mary Beshai

Gaile Jonys



Fans - Thanks Moose!
Inaugural Year
Exhausting
Lackadaisical - Not Us!

Devotion

Hell - Games at 7:15 am
Over-achievers

Coach - Great! Thanks Jeff.

Keen
Engineers
YEAH SKULE™!

Thanks to all teammates for an amazing first season. Therewas great

spirit and devotion (remember all of those practices, and the games in the

rain?) We showed incredible talent and potential, particularly since for

many people this was their first season.

The Women’s Field Hockey Team had an excellent start and shows a
lot of promise for the future. Best of luck to next year’s team!

Melodie Ridge

Back (L-R): Maiy Beshai, Galle Jonys
Selda Sharifi-Rad Jody
Hubert. Ivana Strgacic

Front: Melodie Ridge. Allison MacKay
Lying Down: JeffVanEeno
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•MSIl’S
This years roster for Men’s basketball was
in a transition period. The Division I team
had a large number of first and second year
players and required a bit of experience to

get going in the season. As a team, we
played hard and gained the respect of our
adversaries. We made it to a first round
playoff game and that is where the season
ended. Thanks go to all the small core of

dedicated players that came out.

The Division II team had a quite successful

season finishing with an 8 and 4 record and
just missed the playoffs due to being placed

in a difficult section. The team, led by Mark
Canaga-Rutnam and Owen Lin provided

some very good offense and were a threat to

all their opponents.

Good luck to all those players which are

graduating and hopefully some new blood

can be injected into the teams next year.

Alan Morris

DIVISION I TEAM

Victor Alvared

Paul Lam
Jorge Assuncao
Paul DeVriendt

Ron Turcotte

Ian Crawford - MVP
Muhammed Munshi
Alan Morris

DIVISION II TEAM
Owen Lin

Gary Toste

Sam Johnson
Terry Lee

Mike Stein

Ted *****

Mark Canaga-Rutnam
Beni Sia

Paul Slosarcik

Nelo Dimaculangan
Theofanif *****

Mark *****

Sorry guys, but I didn’t know
everyones full name.



WSKSnAU

Team:
Sylvia Boiler

Anne Bomath
Alex Cattelan

Susan Doniz
Lynn Ewanusin
Doreen Glatz **M.V.P.

Brenda Hansen
Lee-Anne Jones
Marissa Sterling

Coach:
Alan Morris

Suggested Commissioner:
Susan Doniz

Returning Players:

Sylvia Boiler

Lynn Ewanusin
Susan Doniz

The women’s engineering basketball team was rewarded this year with a well

deserved winning season; last years hard work really paid off. The season began
with a hard fought win, a 1-point squeaker against Trinity. This was followed by
another buzzer beating 1 point win. The team ended the regular season with a
record of 5-2, the best in a number of years. We advanced to the first round of

the playoffs where we met our match and bowed out gracefully. Throughout the

season, the team showed consistent play and a great attitude.

It has been a treat to coach this group of highly motivated individuals over the

past two seasons. We’ve had lots of fun, and I think everyone is better for the

experience.

Alan Morris

Women’s Basketball Coach
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The 1990-91 edition of the SKULE™ Men’s Tackle Football team was one of the

most successful in recent history. The team, a solid mix of veterans and talented

rookies, rebounded from a disastrous last place finish last year. Lead by MVP
Dan DelFatti, we finished the regular season 3-3, in a four-way tie for third place.

The team then went on to the Division II championships. In the final we defeated

St. Michael’s College in a last minute 14-13 win. The team would like to thank
our coach Rich Evans, our trainers Shari Langdon, Nicole Shinya, and Jody
Hubert, and Equipment Manager Andrew Steeper for all of their monumental
contributions. I would personally like to thank all the players that made the

successful season possible.

David Cotie ELE 9T1
1990-91 EAA Men’s Tackle
Football Commissioner



The Women’s Flag Football Team had an electrifying season. With the help of some
great nurses we managed, yet again, to make it into the playoffs. After four years of

suffering under the preposterous team from St. Hilda’s, we managed to get them back
by forcing them to show up in the pouring rain at 7:30am and wait in vain for us to

show up. YehlHI!

Many thanks to our superb, striking, phenomenal, extraordinaiy, exemplary, glorious,

magnificent, splendid, sumptuous, distinguished, laudable, resplendent, dazzling,

refulgent coach: Dan Del Fatti (Thanks Dan, that’s $30).

This season’s Most Valuable Player was our amazing quarterback, Lee Anne Ginty, a
four year nurse. Most Improved player was Jody Hubert, who after four years actually

managed to catch a pass for the first time.

Thanks to all the people who came out to play and cheer us on.

Players: Back (L to R): Anne Fletcher, Lauren Midgley, Maiy Beshai, Gaile Jonys, Sylvia

Bowler, Melody Ridge, Jody Hubert. Front: Lee Anne Ginty, Affifa Siddiqui, Alison

MacKay Missing: Monica Bachmann, Susan Doniz, Karen Doniz, Lynn Ewanusin,

Monica Gorkani, Leslie Hammond, Laura Kinney, Barb Danrel, Ruma Sondhi, Coach:

Dan Del Fatti

Our Action Shot' 23



B’ HOCKEY
This year’s Engineering B Hockey Team
finished with an impressive 7-4-1 record,

placing 4th out of 16 teams. The team was
led offensively by Marco Marcante and
John Foster with 7 goals each, but a strong
defense was the backbone of the team. The
defence, led by co-MVP’s Steve Belanger
and rookie Murray Lowery never allowed

more than 4 goals against. Rookie Aristotle

Pokas, also a defenceman, was the Most
Improved Player. Next year’s team looks to

be even stronger with all players returning

for another season!

Players:

Steve Belanger

Gary Bourdon

Jeff Chown
Alan Cox

John Foster

Dave Giamov

George Hollett

Murray Lowery

Tod Markelj

Marco Marcante

Steve Nowicki

Russ Quinn

Aristotle Pokas

Doug O’Malley

A’ HOCKEY

The Skule™ A’ Hockey Team began
the season in quest of another
championship in the always tough
Interfac "A" Division. As defending

champs Skule were often the

recipients of other teams best efforts.

All regular season games were close;

many losses were by 1 goal. The men
from Engineering were "in" every

game finishing fourth in a four team
division.

As the season went on, the team
improved - the rookies gelled with

veterans: scoring became more
plentiful, things looked bright for the

playoffs.

In round 1. 1st place Erindale were
soundly beaten 6-3 in a 2 game total

goals contest.

With the line of Petersma - Oakes -

Cundari leading the way. Don
Cherepacha was solid at center. Carl

Sciuk led the defence including Ken
Ruffo, Dave Lotocki and Jeff

Pitchford. Steve Treppo led the

league in hits and Rod Scollard

showed versatility on forward and
defense. Rookies Aquino, Vasili and
Papaconstantinou combined with

veterans Barber, Vansickle and
Madden rounded out the team.

Consolation winners in "wild"

Montreal with wild being a good

description of the weekend of non-

contact hockey - Right Steve, Rod,

Mario-F! Cobra-D!

At press time the team is playing

Scarborough for the Interfac

Championship. Final #4 in 5 years.

Go Skule Go! See you in ’91!

Mike Stevenson
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•wtms’n's 'zoexsty
TEAM LIST:

Aflfa Siddigui

Allison MacKay
Barbara Danrel
Carol Lo
Jennifer Suissa

Lara Mark
Laura Kinney

Laurie Phipps
Lynn Ewanksiw
Marisa Sterling

Melodie Ridge
Michelle Flowers
Sylvia Boiler

SHE SHOOTS SHE SCORES. The 1990-199 1 Women’s Engineering Ice HockeyTeam
had an exciting year. The team was comprised of both Engineering and New College

students and many new playersjoined us this year to form strong forward and defensive

lines.

We finished our regular season with a favourable win-loss record of 5-4. This placed

us in top position for the Division II playoffs. We won the semi-final game with a shut

out of 9-0 taking us to the championship game. This game is still to be played but with
such an amazing team, how can we lose?

As the season ends, we say goodbye to several talented 4th years but, hopefully, next

year we can find some enthusiastic ’rookies’ to fill their spot.

Many thanks to all the players. It was a great season. Special thanks goes to our
coaches, Terry Jones and David Lotocki for their help (and for the orange juice). And
to our supportive fans: Thanks for coming out!

Sylvia Boiler
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wrnsrs wmsmbau
Division II had a good year, NOT! We played the game in a true Zucchini spirit and with
a Pink Flamingo fashion. Wins were not important, although one would have been nice.

As a matter of fact, we almost made the play-offs from default wins! The Flamingo’s did

a little better (I think) due to frequent practices with the CO-ED Volleyball team put
what were they practicing?). Anyways, fun was had by all and maybe we can get Bart
on the team next year.

Your Commissioner

The Puppet

FLYING ZUCCHINI
Tom Mok (Puppet)

Mike Peddle - knob (MVP - Most iiwig^r Player)

Marcus Wickert - Walnuts
Andy Ting-ker-bell (MIP)

Albert Yu-pey
Steve king of Persia

Dave "The Eng Sci Guy" Vormitag

PINK FLAMINGOS
Shawn Hua
Wayne Ward
Jeff Vaneno
Alfrado Dava Cunha
Patrick Ma
Mike Gerrard - Captain
Steven Vhen

FLYING ZUCCHINIS - PINK FLAMINGOS



Although we would much prefer to be remembered as

gracious and humble winners in the company of worthy
competition, we have decided, in the face of success beyond
our wildest dreams, to announce ... "we are the greatest

"

(with apologies to Cassius Clay.)

All the players this year - both the returning players

and the rookies - improved greatly during the season. Also,

the team has not wasted the considerable talents ofHeather
Fraser and Lynn Ewanusiw, the big spikers, and Judy Chu,
the designated setter.

Our coach, Anthony Jabbour, who had a perfect

attendance record for all the practices, also managed to get

a game schedule in time for die playoffs. His presence has
clearly had a beneficial effect since, at the time of this

writeup, the team is set to enter the semi-finals with a
winning momentum!

Some highlights of this season were the demolition of

Erindale (ranked number one) and our consistent inability

to get our cheers right! "YEAH SKULE™!"
Many thanks to the players and the coach for their

determination and participation.

Mary Beshai
Commissioner

Players:

Mary Beshai
Isis Caulder
Debbie deLange
Heather Fraser
Linda Kudo

Sylvia Boiler

Judy Chu
Lynn Ewanusiw
Gaile Jonys
Sam *****
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After winning their opening game against Trinity 2-0, (without any practices

or a set team), many were thinking if this would be a repeat of last year’s

fantastic season. Well it was soon realized that it wouldn’t. In a transition

year, with only four returning players and no forwards, the team was in a

rebuilding stage. Also the schedule of games was not that favourable to

Engineers, having most of our games when half the team had labs,

tutorials, etc. With loads ofraw talent SKULE™, coached by Paolo De Rosa,

proved to be competitive with such powerhouses such as SGS (1-2), NEW
(0-1), and ERINDALE (1-2), but it was unfortunate that they were on the

short end of the stick. SKULE™ finished the season eighth, one point out

of sixth, two points from a playoff spot. Hopefully next year the hard work
and determination will pay off and bring home the championship. Team
M.V.P.’s were DARRYL D’SILVA and PAOLO DE ROSA.

Many thanks to all those who came out this year:

G - PAOLO DE ROSA
G - HAYDEN EDWARDS
D - DARRYL D’SILVA

D - TONY AUUCINO
D - MARCO MARCANTE
D - GEORGE MILLIS

D - RAY CANDIDO
D - MOHAMMED GUIDAOUI

D - MARTIN FARAH

MF - DOMENIC SINOPOU
MF - GUIDO SPINELLI

MF - TONY CONDELLO
MF - HAMDA HALLEB
MF - DARUN HURDOWAR
F - STAVROS

THEODORAPOLOUS
F - FRANK CUNDARI
F - DEAN DAMELLO
F - ROB COSTANTINO



Well, playing games before the

rest of the world woke up led to

a slight participation problem,

but those that showed up were

darned dedicated. We defeated

Forestry... ok, they defaulted,

but the rest of the games we

played were pretty reasonable

since we were always kind of

outnumbered. Thanks to:

Sylvia Bowler

Stella DeSa

Lynn Ewanisiw

Suzanne Kennedy

Allison MacKay

Lauren Midgley

Marta Mulkens

Affifa Siddiqui

and to our coach Darren.

"Hey, I don’t want to be goalie. I was goalie last time!"
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The 1990 rugby season was thought to be a rebuilding year - Capt. Brent McGaw rushed
around, posters in hand, seeking new recruits. Fortunately the reputation of Skule™ RF.C.
brought forth a good mix of rookies and veterans - the result was a second consecutive
championship.

Games 1 & 2 were close wins 6-4 over Vic and 7-4 over Trinity. The rookies played well -

Mike Aikman did well in the pack; David Atkinson’s hooking gave us lots of ball; and the future

of Skule™ rugby is looking bright with such players as John Annany, Alex Hatzivassilis, Paul
Lusina, Aaron Phoenix, Mike Martins, Alan Witz and Jeton Odza. Team attitude this year was
excellent.

The 3rd game vs. Scar, brought the season’s only loss (18-6): missing key players and
with Leighton injured early we were no match for the men from the east. Next came a Vic team
with no luck and no Degroots: an easy 16-0 rout resulted.

Trinity, resting players for the playoffs, were beaten 13-4 in game 5. The back play of

Plourde-Oakes-Bourke-VanSickle plus a strong pack set up a showdown for 1st place vs. Scar. -

ROAD TRIP! The morning was sunny, the pitch good, Skule™ strong. The Notidis boys gave
Scarborough a tough time with Leo scoring a try. The pack played well; VanSickle punched
through at every chance - Skule™ 8 Scar 3! 1st PLACE!

PLAYOFFS! Standards were high; so were hopes. Semi-final vs. Victoria: Skule™ was
missing players due to injury and sickness; nonetheless all went well. A 13-4 victory brought
the Blue and Gold a berth fourth consecutive final.

Trinity was the final obstacle. Many supporters showed up including a gaily-clad bishop.

For Skule™, David Atkinson arose from his sickbed to play a key role; Byng was back from
injury; John Carrington, S. Pundsack and Try Scorer Brent McGaw played well on the wings.

A prop’s try from Chong and a kick from Stevenson rounded out the scoring. Phillips starred

in "Halifax Can Wait", and Don Cherepacha and Bruce Willemson played well the entire game.
Final whistle - ll-fc- VICTORY -CHAMPIONS!

A 4 hr. beer-up in the Arbor Room followed the game - special appearance by Muddy
Waters down in the valley where nobody goes. A good season: lots of players, lots of memories,

lots more to come see you in ’9 1

!
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ENGINEERS WIN UofT SKI COMPETITION

After taking their eyes off Ken deJong’s skin-

tight, custom-designed SKULE™ downhill suit,

it took only seconds for the Women’s team to

take the overall title at this years competition.

Gaile Jonys, Michele Langford, and Melanie
Smith effortlessly bashed gates and avoided

mid-course mogols in their 30 second slalom runs.

The Men’s team as a whole had a little more trouble asserting themselves even
though Andre Angelantoni turned in the Men’s individual best time.

A big problem with the Men’s team was the official’s decision to send down Kevin

Fair while Ken was still extricating himself from a brutal wipeout that took out

half the gates from the super-steep pitch. (Do I get the beer you promised me,
Ken?). Both of their times were discounted.

Greg Pucher didn’t turn in the time he wanted but promised to come back next

year. Only half of the team will return next year, so give some thought to coming
out!

INTRAMURAL WATERPOLO 1991

For the second year running the
Engineering Waterpolo team made the playoffs,

having improved over last year’s standing by
finishing third in the regular season, close behind
U.C. Scarborough again put forth a tough team
which exposed weaknesses in our defense early on
in the season. Putting emphasis on defensive play

in the second half of the season, the team was
able to avert the pressure put on by U.C. tieing our second match 7-7 (having lost the
first 5-7) as well as minimizing the point differential against Scarborough.

At the time of this writing the finals have yet to be played. If the team keeps up
with its effort, a second place standing should be ours. Thanks to the Pharmies who
came out and played on our team and supplied us with sterio...(I mean...um)...a strong
defense -ya- a STRONG defence!

MVP’s (forward): Ramin Dowlati, Andrew Romocki
MVP’s (defence): Melanie Smith, Alan Teare

Special mention to our last line of defence Andy D’Andrea and Gordon Layne(Pharm) for

some outstanding goal tending. Also to the first year players who picked up the game
quickly and played hard. Hope to see you next year!

Alan K. Teare
Aquatics Commissioner
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MEN’S TENNIS

In the bitter cold of Fall, two gallant teams of Tennis Gladiators braved the

elements of the Athletic Centre for UofTs annual tennis tournament. They came
from many far places, many interesting places, many riveting places to compete
in pair combat using gut-strung graphite sabres and fuzzy missiles.

On the first day of the tournament, Engineering’s first team (but not the better

team) took to the courts and won almost half their games. "Almost" being a most
unfortunate adjective, and the team having most unfortunate results. Oh well!

On the second day of the tournament, Engineering’s other team (also not the best

of the two) took to the red carpet far too early on a Saturday morning. But they
emerged with victory! They absolutely massacred the very vulgar Victoria

Vagabonds by the one-sided score of 3-2!! In their second round of competition,

after a short ... hiccup ... visit to Rowers, the results were less-favourable. Against

the mighty Meds our Skuletm champions were able to strike the ball in the middle
less than few times and emerged untriumphant. Even more disappointing, our
Skuletmpersons had to watch the Med team romp to the championship and take

home the cup.

Thanks to everybody who came out for a grand season even if we didn’t get to

quaff from the cups. We had fun, we met some great people, and we were right

competitive in every match, at least at the beginning. Have a fantastic summer
and great careers!

Paul Vranesic

Tennis Commissioner

MENS SQUASH

In 1989 Mens Squash found glory in Division I. Champions! Obviously! In 1990,

since the team was still intact, NO PROBLEM!! Actually, with the powerful

additions of Patrick Lin and Eric Chu to the already devastating trio of Dan

Vranesic, Paul Vranesic, and Alex Ochrym, Skule™ basically ended up with a

better-than-Vharsity calibre squash team; a dynasty and easily the best campus

team in recent (and not so recent) memory. However, we also had two, yes TWO
Division II teams. With sporadic wins here and there, Skule™ showed an ability

to produce large numbers of players and a great desire to learn. But, ...(the best

is yet to come)... one of the highlights had to be the institution of a Women’s

squash program. Moderate interest resulted in the formation of a small, yet

dedicated internal program for the girls. Hopefully more will participate in the

future, because I would like to see the title of this blurb changed to Men’s and

Women’s Squash.

Paul Vranesic

Squash Commissioner
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Engineering Society

Engineer

1. One who contrives, designs, or invents; an author,designer; also an inventor, a plotter, a layer of

snares.

2. a. A constructor of military engines, b. One who designs and constructs military works for attack or

defence, c. A soldier belonging to the division of the army called Engineers, composed of men trained to

engineering work.

3. One whose profession is the designing and constructing of works of public utility, such as bridges,

roads, canals, railways, harbours, drainage works, gas and water works, etc.

4. A contriver or maker of ’engines’. The precise sense has varied from time to time in accordance with

the development of meaning in engine; in present use the engineer in this sense (specifically mechanical

engineer) is a maker of steam-engines or of heavy machinery generally.

5. One who manages an ’engine’ or engines, a. One who manages engines of war, an artilleryman, b.

One who has charge of a steam-engine; in England only with reference to marine engines; in U.S. often

applied to the driver of a locomotive.

Politician

1 . A political person; chiefly in a sinister sense, a shrewd schemer; a crafty plotter or intriguer.

2. a. One versed in the theory of science of government and the art of governing; one skilled in politics;

one practically engaged in conducting the business of the state; a statesman, b. One keenly interested in

politics; one who engages in party politics or in political strife, or who makes politics his business or

profession; also in a sinister sense, one who lives by politics as a trade.

Source: The Oxford English Dictionary



VP EXTERNAL
Another year, and what can I tell you? This year turned out to be a really good one not only because we
kept our noses clean, but. also because we took serious steps towards a more professional society. Among
the more visible accomplishments were:

- we proved we could publish a socially acceptable Toike Oike
- we witnessed a successful Science Outreach which has entered its second year
- we began a recycling program for cans and paper
- we formed a committee to study the climate at Skule™ which will accelerate the
improvement process

- we had strong representation at all conferences including the first conference on
engineering publications

- we had a hell of alot of fun!

I’d like to congratulate Dave, Martin, Brian, and Craig on their successful committees and I’d also like

to thank all the delegates for representing Skule™ with its usual Skill and Vigor.

Cheers!

MARCH 1990 APRIL 1990

"VOTE FOR ME "ALRIGHT, I’M
FOR VP EXTERNAL" THE VP EXTERNAL"

VP ACTIVITIES
When I sat down to write this, the first thing I did was pull out all

my old Skule™ Book’s to see what everybody else wrote: Engineer
= lazy, Civil Engineer = very lazy. None of it was very inspiring

but as I started flipping through the rest of the books, I began to

realize just what a great time I’ve had over my four years here.

Reason = Engineers. There is no better group of people than
Engineers, and we prove that every day.

A lot happened this year. The great Class of 9T4 was initiated

into Engineering at Orientation by a fabulous Committee,
Homecoming, Oktoberfest, Scary House, Hallowe’en, Christmas
and Dating Game SUDS, Godiva Week, Cannonball, etcl! I can’t

thank everybody who helped strongly enough. You not only

proved you have the skill and ingenuity of Engineers, but also

remarkable mettle, desire, determination and kindness. You’re

great human beings. Special thanks to Lighthouse, Fred, 'Sma,

Dan, the Orientation Committee, CIV 9T1, the officers, and the

rest of my friends. May you all realize the excellence you deserve,

and keep the spirit of Skule™ intact or I’ll break ’ya in half!!
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1 Being in the midst of iD then Film tad Mulie Award Shows, I tel compelled to take this opportunity to give my thanks to all who
made my bur years la this Faculty eo freed

To the LQMB - Lee Anne Jones, 1 thank you

To the BFG - Dave Chung, 1 thank you

Who’d ever thought that I’d become a trumpet improvisations! mkut or that I

could be eo food with direction*)

Wbo’d i

To Dave 0. Brown, I thank you
Who’d
enlisted my

To Engineering, the Protesiooal Picukte and SAC, I thank you
Who’d ever thought that I could rate tft00.00 in

Bread Food
“

thought that I could cUmb the highest mountain at U of T - the SAG

thought that I could type CIYTR18] so weD that the Todte Oka

To the Chief At ti Hater • Ken deJong, 1 thank you

To the EAA, I thank you

To ffcuW* Nile 80 A 80. I thank you

To the Oovsrnlng Council, I thank you

the DaOy Bread I i Bank!
i night at a PtoFwj Pub br

Wbo’d ever thought that I could be entrusted to guard the most prised

pc*k

B

rion of the U of T Engineering Society ever • The Oannonl

Who'd ever thought that I could play 1’IWI'HISJ intramural

and volleyball, and be the goalie br the Woman’s Ice Hockey team!

Wbo’d «

dance, and
saying "Maaaax", screaming "Babalooooo", and snouting "Harold? Harold? Where
are you? Harold?” while eporting e Toronto Maple Leers "Yolanda" hockey shirti

Wbo’d rvsr thought that Td be helping eaee our new U of T Prsaidant Prichard

into his new job, and witness ths most poUtfesBr settee year on campus with

the Inauguration of Premier Bob Bee, the Installation or U of T President Bob
Prichard, and ths ooobning of an Honourary Doctor of Law Degree to the Bight
Honourable Pierre Elliot Trudeau)

r thought that people would pay mooey to eae me go on stage to sing,

1 act, and that I could make them laugh by being e Otar lw Door,

Wbo’d ever thought that I would re
idsskins at n* Annual Marine of

Ec^inecra and a City of YbAHigh

Wbo’d evtr thought that I could wBESBAal in Hamilton and be wheeled around
at GOES in Saskatoon, aD to repreeant U of T Engineering!

To the Faculty, I thank you

lb the Engineering Society, 1 thank you

To the Constitutional Review Committee, I thank you

Ut I nan Ttddl, Oak hand
To the OfTkari, Executive, and Ooundl, I thank you

Wbo’d ever thought that (DOUBLET] takJiy Minute c

To Dave Brown, Paul Whitworth and John Karl, may you never get refreshments it a meeting ever again!

To Julie Wilkinson whe/s been eo patient with the Minute, I thank you

To Mike Stevenson, 1 thank you

rsprseent all bmsk snginewing Undents fay

of the Canadian Society of Prnteknrsl

To the OIVs and MEOHs, 1 thank you

To ETUct Ws laberg, I thank you

Wbo’d ever thought that walking on the sidevralt could make a

target to be run over by a crasy driver)

i eueh a good

Wbo’d ever thought that Td become an honourary number of your okibet

Wbo’d ever thought that I could ever be in such a BAD mood
To ths one and only, trreplaoeabla, Mlse Las Anns Jones, I thank you

Wbo’d ever thought that Td survive Plant Deaign having only ONE urvous
breakdown!

To Jody Hubert and Qary ToUs, 1 thank you
Who’d ever thought that Td get ng Hails* Yearbook write-ups in on time NOT!

To the Class of STB far your Second MBs Engineer Award, I thank ecu

Wbo’d ever thought that I could make a difhrenoe, 1 am honoured.

Special thanks must be given to Kevin, Kan, Eric and Paul, ths bur bast Officers a won
~ approval of our Taddie Creak Accord, booeUly I will ba ths 1

vies-Presideok Internal, 1 wish you the bed of kuk with this t

c fcrl

As I stood with all my new friends during Orientation ’87 to spell out "SKTJLE™ FOR LIFE",I stand here
now, four years later, knowing that my experiences and my friendships at Skule™ are for life!

MARISA STERLING - SECRETARY



Extracted from the Faculty of Applied
Science and Engineering Dictionary,
Volume 3.

SPEAKER (spee kur)

1. (electrical) A highly inductive component that
converts imaginary power into loud noise by
causing its own dead weight to oscillate with
varying frequency.

2. (Eng. Soc.) See 1.

EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE

The Employment Committee has enjoyed yet another productive

year. September saw witness to a very successful Engineering Career

Day, with 42 employers and roughly 1500 students in attendance.

The New Year rung in with an Engineering Summer Job Search

Seminar as well as affiliation with the campus-wide Summer Job Fair.

All the while our Engineering Employment Liaison Officerworked hard

at marketing U of T engineering students to over 2000 firms! Those

of us on the committee hope that our efforts have been useful in

helping you, personally, to find either permanent or summer

employment.

Craig Chilton



FOURTH YEAR COMMITTEE

Yippee!!! We finally made it through Fourth Year and now we
are ready to brave that big old bad world out there. Hey! Who
am I trying to kid.... we’ll never be ready! Fortunately, we’ve

had an awesome year of events to get us at least a little bit

ready for the ultimate challenge.

By now, everyone in first, second and third year is thoroughly

annoyed at all ofus tapping our Iron Rings on beer bottles, shot

glasses and anything else that will make a noise. Well, on
behalf of all the Fourth Years, I’d like to say that we are terribly

sorry...NOT!!! This marvelous occasion took place on March 6 & 7, 1991 and we are

very proud to wear this important symbol of our profession. Gradball ’91 was held on
March 23 at the Holiday Inn and a good time was had by all! The LGMB was there in

all their splendour, the Cannon boomed mightily, and we all drank heartily!!! Thank
you from the bottom of my heart to all those who helped me make this night such a
success. There are far too many names to mention but you know who you are.

It has been a splendid year even with Plant Design (it sucks to be a Chem)!! Best wishes

to my classmates and friends in their futures and good luck to everyone still in school.

Hang in there, it will all be over soon! Enjoy!!!

Lee Anne Jones
Chairman
Fourth Year Committee

FIRST YEAR COMMITTEE

Fellow Frosh!

Allot has happened since September, this quote sums it up.
"It was the best of times, it was the worst of times."

We are the First Year Committee, your representatives in the
Engineering Society. Our main goals for this year were as
follows:

1) To construct a frosh chariot for the Annual Chariot
Race.

2) To plan a frosh caper.

3) To increase frosh awareness and generate some frosh spirit.

The chariot race was amazing (we finished!). Too bad we broke it in half at the starting

line! Thanks to everyone who helped during the race (we had a good cheering section).

Special thanks to some group ’B’ members: Mike, Goody, and Aristotle for building it

on a cold winter’s day (my feet are still frozen).

Unfortunately we cannot tell you anything about our caper. It is top secret. Even we
don’t know what we’re doing yet.

Finally, I would personally like to thank all the class reps for doing such a great Job.
Hope to see some of you in Eng. Soc. again next year!

The class of 9T4 has a lot of spirit, let’s keep it that way!
Melanie Smith
First Year Committee

Chairperson
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SOCIAL COMMITTEE
Much to my surprise (and
everyone’s surprise I think) both
major social committee run events

were highly successful. Everyone
who went to Oktoberfest had a
terrific time and we got our
security deposit back (a first I

think)

.

CANNONBALL AT
THE TRILLIUM
RESTAURANT

JANUARY 26, 1991

The Cannonball was very well

attended, with an increase of 50
attendees from last year. Some
people commented they didn’t like

soup, but not to worry, there were
those who were disappointed that
they couldn’t get french fries. I

must thank the members of the
committee for without their

tireless effort these events would
not have been nearly as
successful.

I must encourage new members,
for with their involvement, next

OCTOBER 12, 1990
AT BINGEMAN PARK

year’s activities will be even

better.

Social Committee Chair

BLUE and GOLD COMMITTEE

1990-91 proved to be a success for all Blue and Gold committee activities. The first

official act of the committee is to build a float for U of T homecoming. This year’s

procedure was complicated by the fact that homecoming fell the day after Oktoberfest.

Not to fear, as an entourage of half drunk, sleep deprived engineers were able to

scramble together and complete the float the day of homecoming. It’s amazing what
you’re able to do under certain conditions.

This year, a new event was added: The Dating Game Suds. Response to this event was
quite good and fun was had by all. And we didn’t lie about the prizes either! The first

prize was an all expense paid trip for two to Bermuda -> The Bermuda Onion
Restaurant that is.

The final and most important event put on by the Blue and Gold committee was
GODIVA WEEK. This years week was packed with lots of exciting events such as snow
baseball, calculus races, flrosh hardhat contest, a party at the Big Bop, and of course
the one and only chariot race. The week came to a spectacular end with Godiva’s wake
at the Hanger.

Thanks to all who help out over the year and a special thanks goes out to Heather and
Leslie.

George Mallinos

Blue and Gold Chairman



WOMEN*S COMMITTEE

The Engineering Women’s Committee hosted two events this year.

During Orientation week we held a Wine and Cheese (and nachos
and beer) which provided an opportunity to the flrosh to meet the

upperclasspeople (also, where Bruce met Ann Marie (not me)). In

January during Godiva week, we organized another Wine and Cheese
(and chocolate fondue and fruit). Through the year the committee
had several (dinner) meetings where a number of things were
discussed. Bizarrely enough, the issues we were going to look into,

including how to attract more females into engineering and seeing

what problems existed for women currently in engineering ended up
being taken care of by the Task Force to Study Professional Image
and Women in Engineering’ and the ’Committee to study Climate in

Engineering’. The end results included an ’Open Forum on Climate
in Engineering’ and a second open house for elementary and high
school girls to come out and see what Skule™ has to offer.

Good News! Next year our status will be changed from a ’special’ committee to a
’standing’ committee (Yay!! we’re now members of Eng Soc Executive).

Many thanks to the great committee members (both female and male) who were involved

and vocalized their opinions, and best wishes to next year’s committee.

Ann-Marie Marchildon
Women’s Committee Chair
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SCIENCE OUTREACH

In September of 1989, the University of Toronto Engineering Society initiated the

Science Outreach Communication Project. This project sought to impress upon
elementary students the joy of discovery, teaching them to reach beyond textbooks into

the landscape of poetic vision that is creative science, or less philosophically, to

introduce young students to applied science and engineering.

In May and June of 1990, the project was implemented; three undergraduate engineers

took the latest discoveries from U of T labs into Toronto classrooms. They conducted
87 workshops in 55 schools and contacted an estimated 2200 school children with a
half-day program of demonstrations and "hands-on" building projects. In July and
August, 140 grade 5-8 students, on the recommendation of their teacher, spent a week
in the Mechanical Engineering Building’s fluid mechanics laboratories—creating drink-

mixing machines, competing in building competitions, viewing episodes from the award
winning "Connections" series, touring the University’s research laboratories, and looking

through telescopes at the top of the Physics building. Then, in the final week ofAugust,
these students were invited to return on a field trip to the Pickering Nuclear Generating
Station.

Outstanding reactions have come from teachers and students who enjoy "getting right

in to science and getting their hands dirty". With the award of a $15,000 federal grant,

Science Outreach will double its size in 1991 and continue its commitment to make
high technology more understandable to the citizens of the future. Get involved! On
a more personal ntfte, Science Outreach bids farewell to Debbie Chachra graduating in

Engineering Science(Physics) this year, and Brian Sutherland, who isn’t. Good luck, all.

engineering stores

Tone DR0CE
,
MIKE, BRENT

Hi"



SUDS SETS OFF FIRE
ALARMS. OOOPPS!

KEN deJONG & KEVIN FAIR DONATE
PROCEEDS FROM ENGINEERING WEEK

TO THE FOUNTATION FOR AIDS RESEARCH

RED CROSS
BLOOD DONOR

CLINIC

SKULE™ NTTE SET
CONSTRUCTION
HARD AT WORK
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ENG SOC OFFICE

Well, another year draws to a close and what a year
it has been! As usual the office has been extremely
busy, with everything from the ordinary to the

extreme.

The Most Memorable moment was towing PREZ
Kevin, through the street of Toronto, in a glassless

Toyota and having the rope snap just as we
rounded the Sandford Fleming Building. Car
Bashing was, by far, the most ruthless thing I’ve

done all year, with the possible exception of Ice

Racing, which is similar except the cars are racing

on ice on street tires and I’m in the driver’s seat,

not wielding a sledgehammer!

Computer time is in high demand as always, with a line up of people waiting

to laserprint, so I’d better finish this quickly and pray that the machine is in

good form! If I have to fix it one more time, I think I’ll scream! - that goes for

the photocopiers too!

It remains only for me to wish all the best to this year’s graduates and see

you next year to those returning. I hope your memories of the last year are

as good as mine.

Julie Wilkinson
Administrative Assistant

HIGH SCHOOL LIAISON COMMITTEE

Application forms, student profiles, course selections, etc. All these can
cause a great deal of stress but the transition between high school and
university has been made easier by the High School Liaison Committee.

The frosh for a day program started this year and was very successful. All

those who partook in the program believed it to be helpful. Those who
returned to their high schools did an excellentjob ofpromoting engineering

at U of T. I would like to thank everyone who was involved in the
committee and would hope to see you all there next year. I would also like

to wish the best of luck to the next chairperson. May he/she have just as
many enthusiastic people to help him/her.

Martin Schuhmann



totally non-
existent entity.

Those who
comprise the BFC
have the most
Skule™spirit of all.

Ministers of the

BFC have even
more spirit (or is

that spirits) than
that. Called on for

security ever
present, all
knowing havoc
creators, shit
disturbers and
general monotony
breakers the BFC
never has existed,

presently doesn’t

exist, and never

will exist.

DA CHIEF G**rg*

M*ll*n*s

da chiefs ass

D*n L*Bl*nc

Ministers:

*nn*-M*r**
M*rch*ld*n,

Th* S*ds D*d*
(J. C. St-*m**r),

L*sl** H*mm*ond,
K*v*n F**r,

Br*c* C*dw*ll,
J*st*n B*wl*r,
J*s*n P*l*n.



STAFF
1 . Rob Agostino

2. Dean D’Mello

3. Andrew Steeper

4. Cary Bercovitch

5. John Lukezic

6. Henry Pedro
7. Rich Petrusev

8. Jason Pilon

9. John Aquino
10. Elliot Weisberg
1 1 . Judy Guenette
12. Martin Schummann
13. Christine Gallagher

14. Edward Dobbertin

Thomas Barnes

Joe Lococo
Krysia Lynes

Colin Maclennan
Matt Ng
Agis Porikos

Michelle Radford

15. Justin Bowler
16. Susan Doniz
17. Our Best Seller

18. Kevin Slater

19. Bob Stodola

20. Dave Vendramini
2 1 . Leslie Hammond
22. John Eastman
23. George Vujnovic

24. Heather Harkness
25. J.C. St.Amour
26. Nicole Shinya
27. Dan Del Fatti

28. Lui Carinci

29. Jody Hubert
666. Andrew Scott

Thanks To:

Dave Brown
Stephen Dobson
Eric Matusiak
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Introducing the World Famous,
Triple Prize Winning, Quintuple Record
Setting, Eaton Centre, CN Tower, Roy
Thompson Hall, Skydome, Pratt Building,

Scarborough RT, Subway Opening and
Subway Closing, LADY GODIVA
MEMORIAL BAND, Marching Gregorian
Chant Society and White Noise Brigade!!!!

We began our forty something year
of debauchery and merriment with the

traditional Labour Day dawn serenade
around campus and beyond. This met
with the customary jeers and cheers and
a gentle warning from the Mice to stay off

the streets and not to take candy from
strangers. Because of the BNAD’s faithful

devotion to the football Blues, they went
on to have one of their best seasons in

years. As if we really cared if they did

badly before?? We followed the Blues
over hill and dale all the way to Waterloo
so Kevin could be humiliated in public,

and to Western to watch the Blues be
humiliated in public in their final game.
We encountered the Mice at football

games too but they were mean and
arrested Justin when he tried to

sporthump the Gryphon. There was much
rejoicing all around.

We even made it on time to the
President’s House. You guessed it... we gagged
Marisa this time. We also helped to kick-off the

First Annual Ontario Mining Week, like we do
every year. We proudly and drunkenly
participated in Shinerama, United Way and
Diabetes things to name but a few and were
instrumental (Hee! Hee!) in the opening of the

D.L. Pratt Building. Our first Skate-a-thon for

AIDS Research was a phenomenal success and
also pretty hilarious to see Matthew tiying to

manoeuvre on skates carrying a tuba. We all

wish him a speedy recovery. A note to BNADs
of the future: DONT EAT YELLOW SNOW!!!

Homecoming, Godiva Week, Cannonball
and the best Gradball ever were Just a few of the
events that were subjected to the LGMB’s version
of talent and merriment. It has been a
splendiferous year and we are -relieved- proud to

turn the control of this nefarious bunch over to

Leedur Alex (Gilligan) Chapman, Alan Teare,
Junioor Leedur and Drum Major, Joe Aguinaldo.
Have fun guys!!!

Lee Anne Jones Kevin Fair
Leedur Drum Major

P.S. Did we happen to mention that the LGMB
album NEVER MIND THE FOOTBALL GAME,
HERE’S THE LADY GODIVA MEMORIAL BAND
can be bought in the Stores for only $5.00?
P.S.S. Hey!!! Thank’s for coming out!!
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I think this year had to be the year

of change in Eng Com; that is that

the people working there kept on

changing. The year began with the

Darkroom Manager that
disappeared, the Cannon editor

that was busy and a Toike

publishing god that skipped off to

SAC. This had to be some kind of

curse. Why did I deserve this.

(

Well, actually all was not bad. The

yearbook went really well this year (as you can tell) and thanks to the saving

grace of Elliot, Justin and Gary, things went on. Eventually things straightened

out, and everything started to happen. Thanks also go to Irene, Vic, Henry and

Patrick for the rescue of the darkroom. I am also grateful to Justin because

although he left the Faculty, he still stuck around and helped the Toike and also

chose a very capable successor, that being Ross.

This was also the year that Eric Matusiak and I went to CESPC in Kingston. The

publications conference saw some debates and some bad speakers, but overall

it was well worth the trip. The outcome was that the Toike Oike was called the

most improved paper in Engineering Dimensions.

So, I now leave my four years at Skule™ and pass on my work to others. I hope

that everyone else will have as much fun as I did. I am looking very forward to

coming back years from now and seeing the Toike Oike and all the Skule™

publications going strong.
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WOW! W asn't this an ama/ing year tor the TOIKK! 1990 1991 saw the grand old rag turn <S5 years

old and celebrate with a gala burthday issue! This year also saw the TOIKK leap into the I990's.

t he new and impro\ed TOIKK is now both entertaining and informative.

This was also a year which saw saw not one. hut two Kditors-In-( liief. Alter Justin withdrew (read

KAIKKD) alter first term. Ross became K-I-C in second term.

The one hipest contributing factor to this year's success was. how ewer, the monstrous stall. This

year saw one of the largest TOIKK staffs ewer. The staff weren't just a hunch of hangers-on either,

they actually did work. A big huge thanks goes out to all these people. Some deserve extra credit for

their especially memorable contributions. Right at the top of this list are Roman Darcw veil and Alex

I.ope/. Kvery issue people would tear open looking for the latest Roman and \lex article. (Who can

forget the Dll) YOl KNOW, the ARK YOU STUPID QUIZ* and the 'TOP TEX KIS I S'.) Much
recognition should also go to Knrico Vonghia and his SKULK 1 " 1 TOONS, as well as all the other

cartoonists who kept us laughinbg on the back page.

Many thanks also go out to our excellent darkroom trolls who were always around and always happy
to show up for photographing events and developing pictures in the dead of night.

We were proud to be the E-I-C’s and we are sure that the TOIKK has got alot of good years left in

it! We wish Ivana Strgacic the best of luck as E-I-C in 1991 1992!

Justin Bow ler

Editor-In-Chief *90

Editor Emeritus ’91

Ross Rock
Editor-In-Chief *91

Production Manager '90

STAFF
Joe Aguinaldo Steven Hayward Jarek Skoniec/ny

Kabio Bianeolin Inga Hips/ Kevin Slater

Mike Campbell Daniel I.ehlane Melanie Smith

Alex Chapman Cidon kenga Andrew Steeper

Ken ( 'basso \lex I.ope/ Mike Stevenson

K list in ( <ui pla nd l.avv mice Kim Karl Stoll

Jim Dadian Laura Kinney \nna I rokova

Roman Darewych (ieorge Mali nos Man Wong
Kevin Eair Kric Matusiak Li/ Williamson

Derek Kearnly Lachlan Miller Rob Wilson

I im Fletcher
.

Cary Moretti Caraoline Xy w ulko

Jim l u 1 1 cm Dan Roehman

( Jiristine < iallagher Sclda Sharifi-Rad

\v i\ ( iladmau Barrv Shin

\ ictor Kristies. Henry Pedro,

Patrick I ee. Irene \ntonenko

\ nd prohahlv more
v\ hum I’ve forgotten.

soum
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Skule™ Book Staff

Gary Toste

Editor

Rajko Krminac

Assistant Editor

Chris Bames Victor Krisztics Patrick Lee

Editor-In-Training
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The FIrosh Handbook

Mcdonalds: why do they have such a problem replacing their

hazardous packaging. What if they just used real plates and
glasses and then washed them afterwards? I don’t see the
problem. And another thing, how come all the drinking

fountains in Sanford Fleming are two feet off the ground. Were
all Engineering students 2 feet high when they built it? Hmmm.
And another thing,has anyone ever found a bag of potato chips
that are guaranteed to be fresh but aren’t and then actually

returned them in the mail? If so, did they get another bag of

chips back (plus postage and handling)? Is there anyone out
there who has actually taken Tom Vu’s seminar and actually

made money? How come the Kansas City Royals Baseball Club
used to have a player names Bud Black who was white and
Frank White who was Black? Does that mean Daryll Strawberry
is a vegetable? How come people who scalp tickets never pause
between sentences. You know, they say 'Whoeneedstickets,
youneedtickets?". I guess they never learned how to use
commas. Oh yeah, incidently, I was the Editur for the FIrosh
Handbook this year. It was a lot of fun and I hope all you
FIrosh read it, that’s it. Good bye. You can stop reading now.
No, really, that’s all. Stop it. There’s nothing more. Honest.

Elliot Weisberg.

ARCHIVIST

Our archivist, the late Ken Gordon, was asked to write a few words for

this page. Ken did not meet his deadline. Ken can now be found filed

under the following subjects: Incompetence, sloth, and
procrastination.
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For the past two years, the Engineering

Society has participated in a charity event called

"Casa Loma’s SCARY HOUSE HUNT'. During
the weekend before Halloween various

community groups fill the castle with a whole
bunch of wood/cardboard haunted houses.

Reason: scare kids! The idea is to teach them
that during Halloween they shouldn’t go near a

"scary house" because they could get hurt.

The EngSoc house. "Castle Skule", was a

100 sqft castle with its towers standing over 12ft

high. During the event at Castle Loma,
thousands of children visited our house. The
house did a greatjob scaring the children as half

of them wouldn’t go in. As a result we won the

award for best constructed house.

Many thanks to those who sacrificed a

few hours of their time to help the children of

our community.
Pauiw Vranesic (pivo)

VP Activities
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ye tMyjhty Sfcide
m
Cannon

The Mighty Skule™ Cannon is a tradition rich in history. It is the most powerful

symbol we, the University ofToronto Engineering Students, have. It embodies the

pride, the boldness and the spirit of our Skule. It is more than just a mascot.
Beavers and goats are mascots. The Cannon is a symbol, an emblem of what
Engineering is. In these days of assimilation, where individuality and pride are

scorned and labelled as conceit, we choose to not blend in with the rest ofU ofTs
population. We choose to stand up and proclaim our pride in our chosen field of

study and our gifts as intelligent and resourceful individuals. The Cannon
delivers a strong and loud message to the rest ofcampus and the community that

the Engineers are here and we will not fade into the woodwork.
Our zealousness to be seen and heard has sometimes caused us to be

labelled as anti-everything-but-ourselves but ifwe were truly so self-centered and
self-serving, would we have chosen to pursue a profession in which the very

essence of our work is service to humankind. Was it philosophers who enabled
people to emerge from their caves to live comfortably in warm homes? Was it

historians who enabled people to emerge from the dark mines to use more
efficient forms of energy? Was it to theologians that people ran to when their

greed and thoughtlessness produced disastrous and dangerous situations in their

workplace and homes? Though these all have their place in our world, it is the

engineers who have the role in our society to solve the increasingly complex
technological problems. It is the engineers who have brought the genius of the

men in the laboratories to the public for their benefit and use.

Let our Cannon thunder and let our pride as engineers be shown to the

world not as arrogance but as reward for hard work and ingenuity.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
& DARKROOM

Orientation Photography
1) Derek Plansky

2) Anthony Bosanac

& DarkroomPhotography
3) Henry "The Doctor' Pedro

4) Victor "Fishtick's* Krisztics

5) Irene Antonenko
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Well, you are holding in your hands my prize possession. I’ve put a GREAT deal of love and
care into this baby and I hope it shows (cause the lack of effort I put into 4th year Elec Eng
definitely will show). First of all. I’d like to thank my assistant editor Rajko Krminac and my
small but dedicated staff consisting of: Shannon O’Connel, Blake Lindsay, Peter Benda and
Vince Lombardi. Thanks goes out to Anthony Bosanac who helped me out immensely before

I had a staff. I can’t forget to thank last years editor, Jody Hubert, who got me into this

mess (just kidding). Also, thanks to all the people who did a great job selling Skule™ Books.

You know who you are. Last but not least, I would like to thank Thomas Barnes & Marc
Lavine and their new computer graphics company Disk Eyes. Thank you guys for the

amazing work on the cover, the fantastic work on all the divider pages, and overall help

whenever I needed it. Well, I hope you enjoy this years edition of the Skule™ Book and the

best of luck to everyone as I’m outta here (hopefully)

Gary Toste

Skule™ Book Editor
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THE CANNON
The word "Cannon" has a few

meanings to the average University of

Toronto Engineering student. There is

the sacred Cannon which makes a few
appearances over the Skule year with a
thunderous bang, and then there is the
Cannon: the newsletter.

This year, I had the pleasure?? of

editing that newsletter. Well, some other
guy was supposed to do it but he gave
up on it after September, so I took it

over. Actually, for some strange reason I

seem to write for every damn Engineering
publication. Wait, I’m getting angry here.

Why is it that I am the editor of the
Cannon and the Flrosh handbook, not to

mention the assistant editor of the Toike
Oike? What the hell is going on here.

Do you see just one editor for the Toronto
Star, the Toronto Sun, and the Globe and
Mail? No! Each publication has their

very own editor in any normal-run
institution, but not in the Faculty of

APSC. Sure, got another publication that

has to be out next week? Why not get

Elliot to do it! Never mind that I have
mid-terms, a family to see, a social life to

lead, I’ll Just sit in the Eng Com
office for 10 hours straight so all of you
can look at the Cannon newsletter and
then sneeze on it, or use it as toilet

paper, or

Well, it isn’t easy being one of few
people in Engineering who haven’t yet

lost the skill to write English, but I guess
it’s fun (sort of) to produce the Cannon.
All that fame, all that recognition. Gee. if

I have trouble being the Editor for all the

Toronto newspapers in the future, I can
even fall back on my Engineering degree
(when I get it).
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(disenchanted Cannon Editor + Editor of

a few other things)
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ORIENTATION
As tradition dictates, everything started on
the eve before Labour Day with the

ceremonial and wanton destruction of

EngSoc. Case upon case of beer pumped
everybody into a state of blissful

intoxication, which of course led to wicked,

terrible hangovers causing the Flrosh

leaders to be in mood for Hazing. Those
leaders who slept (or didn’t sleep) downtown
can tell you, that yes it does get cold at

night during the summer, and yes, your
mouth tastes pretty bad in the morning
when you don’t brush your teeth after a

night of drinking.

Every year it warms the heart to see the

waves of Flrosh piling into Con Hall, eager

to put on their hardhats and enter the world

of the Engineer. There were so many! This

year we had a record 655 Flrosh kits sold!

As usual, the BFC didn’t come up with

something not to do to SAC Prez Tim
Costigan which did not consist of hundreds
of pounds of wood and steel welded and
chained together and strapped to his back!

By the way, I didn’t know what a sport

hump was, but 1 do now. Anyway! The rest

of the day saw plenty of dye on many an
arm, one of the world's biggest subs and a

crazy Beach Party on Front Campus.

The rest of the week was full of great events,

all of which had very high attendance. The
Mock Exam, Shinerama, Killer Soccer,

F1ROSH NITE! !!, Nursing/Engineering
Hangar Nite, Center Island, Scavenger Hunt,
Hart House Farm, and the Blue Jay Game;
all were a great success.

I’d like to thank every one ofyou (Committee

and Flrosh) for coming out and making
Orientation ’90 pretty much the best ever.

You're all great: great people, great

Engineers. Thanks especially to Sarah,

Ralph and the rest of the gang for your great

work and support.

Paul W. Vranesic (PiVo)

VP Activities

Orientation Chairperson
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On Saturday, October 13/90,

the University of Toronto
opened its doors to the public

for U of T day. Many people,

both young and old, attended

this event to view the

numerous exhibits scattered

throughout the campus. The
engineering buildings were
filled with volunteer staff and
students who guided visitors

through the demonstrations

set up by each department.

Some of the notable displays

were put on by the Aerospace
department, with its flight

simulator, holography
display, and remote
controlled blimp. The
Mechanical engineering
department, celebrating its

100th anniversary, was equal

to the task with many
interesting exhibits including

a mini-baja project. Other
demonstrations ranged from

computer animation to

chemical separation
processes. Everyone involved

should be commended on
their fine work (especially

since friday night was
OktoberfestI). Needless to

say, something for everyone

could be found in the

engineering buildings and the

smiles on everyone’s faces

was proof enough.
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Although the exhibits were a
major part of U of T day, there

were many other events to

enjoy. Front campus was
turned into a fair, with a
trampoline comedy show,
balloons, clowns, tents with

games for the kids and food,

and of course there was the

home coming parade. The
engineering float was lead by
the one and only LGMB. As
usual, the engineering float

was by far superior than all

others and with a guest

appearance made by the

Mighty Skule™ Cannon, our
float should have taken top

prize. But due to bias judging

(SAC ran the event) we came
up short. The tug-of-war

versus the Meds was a different

story. All attempts to cheat

could not stop our engineering

team from dragging the Meds
through the mud, TWICE!
Knowing quite well that they

were going to lose, the Meds
section of the rope "just

happened" to break. So we
had to beat them a second
time. Thanks to all who
showed up to make these

events possible.

5 THE
r

LADYGODiVA
MEMORIAL BAND

TUG ofWAR
CHAMPIONS!
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Each year university students across Canada set

aside one day of their orientation week to participate in

Shinerama. The students of UofT walked the streets of

Toronto shining shoes to raise money for the Cystic

Fibrosis Foundation of Canada.
Wednesday morning of orientation week, UofT

students gathered in Convocation Hall. Newly installed

President R. Prichard and Leo Van Wyk, spoke to the

very enthusiastic crowd. An especially warm reception

was given to Leo who himself suffers from CF.

After the speeches about 2 100 Flrosh armed with

polish and a delicious lunch stormed the downtown core

in search of shoes to shine. We raised almost $37,000
with engineering raising a third of that amount. There
were prizes given to the top money raisers, of which the

top prize went to an engineer. There was one very

interesting donation — a gentleman, who was recently

divorced, gave one of the students his wedding band!
Vive l’amour!

There were other Shinerama events held during

orientation to help raise money, such as the SAC Fair

BBQ, the nurses’ massage and carbohydrate delights

centre, the New College mini golf, and the annual bed
race on St. George Street, won by Phys Ed for the second
year in a row. Geo Engineering placed second. Some
controversy has arisen over the Phys Ed win. The Toike

Oike, a very reliable newspaper, believes that steroids

were used by the winning team. If Phys Ed is stripped

of their title. Geo Eng would be acting first place bed
race winners. Another controversy arose over Elec

Eng’s streamlined superbed. The bed was sabotaged

during the race; someone was run over by it, which
damaged the bed.

In conclusion I would like to thank all the people

involved in making Shinerama a sensational event. I

would especially like to thank Elec Eng 9T1 and my
wonderful Co-Chairman, Diana Dobson. I hope
Shinerama will continue to provide much needed funds
for CF research. Remember, we can always use more
people to help organize Shinerama.

SHINERAMA IS LOTS AND LOTS OF FUN !!!

Lou Carinci

Shinerama ’90 Co-chairman
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Godiva week began on January
14, 1991 with Godiva’s
resurrection at Suds, or at

least that’s what they tell me.
Apparently many events were
organized for that week or at

least that’s what they tell me.
One of these events, so I’ve

been told, was Godiva’s Quest.
This event was won by
someone named Selda, Selda
who, we don’t know. The main
stay of Godiva week was the

chariot race, so they tell me.
The Civ’s won this event,

followed by the Geo’s and Eng
Sci’s. The Mech’s claim to have
conquered all in this event and
thus possess the trophy. The
flrosh hard hat competition
was amazingly enough won by
a flrosh, so I’ve been told. The
winning design was a blatant

rip off of a certain dome
stadium in a certain Toronto
city.- Kevin Fair Day was a
major success as one person
was dressed up as Kevin Fair.

Oddly enough, this person was
not Kevin Fair as he was
dressed up as Saddam
Hussein, so I’ve been told. The
snow baseball finals were won
by the Geo Flintstones.

Somehow I doubt this as a Geo
could not possibly win an event

of this magnitude, but alas,

this is what I’ve been told. The
week ended with the highly

successful Godiva Wake at the

Hanger. At least 1 billion

people showed for this event, at

least that’s what I’ve been told.

TAKE ME OUT TO THE (SNOW) BALL GAME!

WOMEN’S COMMITTEE WINE & CHEESE
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HARD HAT CONTEST WINNER!
RETRACTABLE HARD HAT DOME!
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FJROSH CHARIOT BEFORE FJROSH CHARIOT AFTER
WINNING CIVIL
CHARIOT AND
ITS DRIVER





National Engineering Week began

on February 4, 1991 with a

forum on climate In engineering.

This open forum discussed

engineering traditions and their

reflections on sexism, racism,

and homophobia. Many thanks

to all who attended and the

knowledgeable guest speakers. It

is hoped that this discussion will

help to further integrate all

students within the Faculty.

To encourage participation, the

fund raising events were a means
for competition between the

engineering students of Ryerson

and U of T. Together, U of Ts
auction sale, car bash, and

skate-a-thon raised over $500.00

towards AIDS research. The
engineering faculty also collected

canned goods which were

donated to the Daily Bread Food

Bank.

The week ended merrily at Suds
with a grand victory pub. This

pub was in celebration of our

destruction ofRyerson’s ability to

fund raise.

Many thanks to all who helped

out to make these events

possible, especially, Kevin Fair

for his donation of the car. The

LGMB for their generous

monetary donation, and Ken

deJong for all the effort and time

he expended to this worthwhile

cause.
'0
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Producer
Andre Angelantoni

Director
Donna Cieszynska

Stage Manager
Eric Epstein

Technical Director
Dave Isherwood

Choreographers
Jovanni Sy
Desiree Sy

Lydia Van der Veen
Ann-Marie Marchildon

Musical Director
Jim Duffield

Vocal Director
Tom Schuck

After a number of dissertations from expert analysts, the director of Skule™ Nite 9T1
finally rose to speak: "I see a lasting peace in the Middle East. I see an end to

apartheid in South Africa. I see harmony in Eastern Europe. But I have a show
to do, so get out the whipped cream!"

Skule™ Nite 9T1 managed to capture all the spirit and energy of Skule™ Nites before
it, and since it took place more recently than its predecessors, was also much more
topical. According to one critic: "Skule™ Nite ran for four nights at Hart House.
Seating was reserved." Although the Pulitzer committee managed to overlook Skule™
Nite for the 68th consecutive year, the show received rousing ovations from all four

audiences, which included hundreds of friends and relatives. But perhaps Skule™
Nite 9Tl’s most impressive achievement was the toppling of two longstanding Hart
House records: most people to ever see a show at Hart House, and most paid
ushers ever to work a show at Hart House.

But we’re not about to get arrogant. There’s already a lot of work to do for next
year’s show, and besides, arrogant people are really unpopular. Thanks to all the
people who came out to see the show despite the traffic, and to those who didn’t,

get well soon.
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E. Skule Being an Eng-A-Near

Chapter I. Identifying a
class of Eng-A-Nears
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GRADS

Graduating in the Stone Age



“ m i

Ralph Dieterich

John Eastman
Greg Fabbruzzo

C. Feodorov
Scott Gibbons

Sheri-Lee Graham

Rael Herman
Gordon Ho

Diana Hurdowar
Hitesh Jadav
Thomas Jew

S. Jomaa

John Atkins

David Axworthy
Mourad Basly

James Battaglia

Pierre Berube
Jacinto Borges

Scott Bowers
Cosimo Casale

Joanne Cashman
C. Chalupiak

Clifton Cheung
Della Chiu

Raymond Chiu
Franco Colonna
Claudia Cutulle

Anthony Damiano
Alan Darragh
Will Dasilva

• •

Debbie Achatz
Jose Alonso

Wiem Aloulou
Paul Anderson
Derek Angove

Huh
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A. Kalogiannis

Joseph Kappel
Thomas Kliem

Danylo Klufas

Rina Kulathinal

Nuruddin Ladha
Rex Lau
Ricky Law
Mo Lee

Nader Tadros
Paul Vranesic
Terry Wadowski
Paul Walkovich
Wai Wang

Paul Whitworth
Darren Wint
Edmund Yiu

Beata Zygarlinski

Ygal Lelchuk
Donald Leung
John LI

Frank Martins

Terence Martins

Paul Mather

Dev Mukerji

Laurence Oldacre
Rebecca Palys

Frank Perricone

Antonio Ponzi

Rinaldo Rossi

Mohamed Rouatbi
Gerald Ryckman
Carl Sciuk
Bruno Selvitella

Carmelo Strameli

S, Sureshan
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Timothy Chapman
T. Charbonneau

Mark Chin
Jimmy Chow

Daniel Christian

Patrick Chung

Gennaro Ciardullo

Dan Colavecchia
Walter Collodel

Martin Conroy
P. D'Alessandro

Fadi Dagher

Fabio Dal Grande
Chris Daskas
Gus Dassios

Ken De Jong
Brian Deighton

N. Dimaculangan

Mahyer Amani
Steve Augustesen

Carlo Berardi

Richard Berman
David Billeness

Anthony Bosanac
David Brown

Erik Brown
James Bucket

Rocco Carella

Ho Chang
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Ho Kang
Kevin Klock

John Kurl

Yuri Kuzyk
Kai Lam
Tak Lau

Kun Lee
Tommy Leung
David Lo
Pak Low
George Mallinos

T. Marcantonio

Eric Matusiak
Maurizio Miceli

Nicholas Moore
John Morais
Alan Morris

Andres Moss

S. Mulukutla

Eric Ng
Samson Ng
Michael Ngo
Tien Nguyen
Vinh Nguyen

Marcello Papini

Sam Park
Tom Phan
Roman Pirog

Donald Poon
Stephen Quan
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Michael Somodi
Roberto Speranza
Wolfgang Straube
Raphael Sumabat

Gary Tan
Quoc To

Yuen Tong
Salvatore Troia

Raymond Tsang
Larry Tsao

Robert Veenstra
Remo Vettoretto

Andrew Wong
Ricky Wong
Pak Yeung

Bun-Wah Yip

Donald Yu
Paul Zalzal

Stephen Scott

Rudolf Seethaler
Michael Sherrard

Soo Shin
Laurence Smith

Howard Berenstein
David Brown
Steve Brown

M Canaga-Retnam
Donato Cardone

Luigi Carinci
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Robert Cecco
Vivian Chan
Ken Chao
Frederick Cheung
Hans Cheung
Craig Chilton

Paul Chow
Willy Chow
Frank Cordovado
David Cotie
Dean D’Mello
Debie De Lange

Dan Del Fatti

Chris Duquensnay
Zenda Fung
Paul Gilchrist

Monika Gorkani
Gladstone Grant

David Greenburg
Gurdip Grewal
Eric Hailing

Stephen Ho
Margarete Huang
Jody Hubert

Kai Hum
Nghia Huynh
Anthony Jabbour
Eva Janossy
Gaile Jonys
Roman Kobelak

Simon Ku
Ara Kulidjian

Vincent Kwong
Anton Lai

Benton Lai

Ivan Lai

Ken Lam
Allen Lau
Sung Lee
Tin Lee
Johnny Leung
Fai Li
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Wayne Lu
A. Macdonald

Vinh Mach
Eddy Mak

Houtan Maleki

Michael Matisko

Harry Mizutani

Miki Narui

Tony Ngai
D. Nguyen
D. Nguyen

Hieu Nguyen

K.C. Nguyen
Viet Nguyen

Giuseppe Pedulla

Douglas Peng
Xai Phan

Carl Picciotto

S. Pichittanarak

Agis Porikos

Rajani Rajadurai

David Raman
Arvind Sharma

Beni Sia

Afifa Siddiqui

John Smart
Bih-Yen Soo
Chung Sum

T. Swierczynski

I. Tantisuwanpol

Gino Terrigno

Michael Thornton
Gershon Tobias

Gary Toste

Co Tran
Edmund Tran

Owen Lin

Tony Liu

Ken Lo
Joseph Lococo

Vincent Lombardi
Ronald Louie
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Chi Wong
Jimmy Wong
Thonas Wong
C.N. Yeung
Sung Yoon

Stanley Tran
Tien Trinh

Phuong Truong
Nawdesh Uppai
James Whelan
Nancy Won

Mathew Kaye
Kyung Lee
Keng-yu Lin

Deborah Mathias

Thien Phan
F. Rizzuto

Navindra Sukhedo

Mehdi Akbari

Dennis Bay
M. Buarzaica
Diane Burchett

R. Chmielewski
Grant Cool

Richard Cwynar
David Doyle
James Hwang
Tim Irwin

Darren Jesik

Carl Johnston
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Lau Manfen
Marc Lavine
Susan Lem
Wayne Lem
Anna Leung

Craig Beattie

Jacqueline Busca
Chi Cheng

Terry Cheng
Ken-Tom Chiu

lain Crawford
Alfredo DaCunha

David Dean
Thi Duong

Paolo Fiorino

Doreen Glatz

Jason Goldberg
Brenda Hansen
Thomas Hayes

Monica Ho
Gifford Hoken
David Huebel

Yi Jen
Samuel Johnson
Leeanne Jones
Adam Kaplan

Katherine Keates
Tommy Kong

Paolo Accenttone
G. Ahluwalia

Michael Aikman
Nirmala Arifin



H

Mohammad Mir

liwoo Moon
James Moore
L,D. Nguyen
Minh Nguyen

Kerwin Yan
David Yee
Terry Yee
Lisa Yo

Samuel Tekie

Hedrick Teng
Winnie Tong
Thuhoa Tran
Nadia Vania

Cam Nhan
Kie Njauw
E. Notidis

Thuy O
M. Oshinowo
Gulzar Panesar

Steven Persi

Brian Petri

Sam Quang
Jennifer Repath
Melodie Ridge
Michael Schaffer

Lorenzo Serafino

Akaash Singh
Joseph Skulj

Robert Spaans
Marisa Sterling

B. Sutharshan
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David Binner

Anne Bornath
Anthony Cabri

Paul Chamourian
Jeffrey Chan

Michael Chang

Albert Chau
Thomas Chau

Don Cherepacha
Jah Chung
R. D'andrea
Paul Davies

Mathew Davison
Stephen Dobson

D. Ecclestone

Steven Fulton

Ken Gordon
Simon Grocott

Christina Heidorn
Cynthia Ho

Lorenzo lorio

Ralph Jahn
Henry Jurgens

Su-Nam Kim

Ben Kosic

Tome Kosteski

Robert Kraft

Michael Lang
Ken Lau

Albert Lee
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Benjamin Lee
John Lee
Pok Lee
Jeremy Levitt

Kevin Linfield

Kar Loo

Kang Lu
Raymond Lui

Alan Lynch
Allison Mackay
Shawn Marshall

C. Mortiey-Wood

Chris Newton
Elkin Ng
Philippa Nunes
Clifford Oh
James Pang
Peter Park

Alex Parubets
Sean Perry

Daniel Predovic

Paul Robertson
Mark Rupke
Michael Sahota

Marwan Sati

Taras Skyba
Peter Stabins
Rich Stockmans
Karl Stoll

Tjipto Sugijoto

Ka Tam
David Thielke

Alan Towers
John Vormittag

John Walsh
Richard Wan
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Doreen Angel
Wayne Bradshaw

Paul Brehaut
Denis Brochu

Paul Buchkowski
Jenny Chih

Grace Chong
Andy Dandrea
Gordon Dent

Quan Do
Dleulam Doan
A. Fernandes

Brad Fiamboli

Laura Gove
Alana Gumbs

Richard Guttman
Hamda Halleb

Joseph Ho

Eddie Hsu
Brian Hui

Chris Hunter
Paul Jacquemain

Ravi Jain

John Kuk

Carmen Lai

Steven Lai

Yuk Lai

Luis Lajous
Chun-Fat Lee
Mouvain Lee

Sau lee

Yuri Lin

Jenifer Lobo
Jim Louie

P. Madhavan
Claire Mak



, ; I
A.M. Marchiidon
Brent McGaw
Agostino Nigro

Steven Oakes
Thomas Olsen
Ian Orfanides

Luc Piche

Ian Pietersma

F. Poblete

Yuen Poon
Mohammad Qazi
Se Rahardjo

S. Rajasekaram
David Reese
Mary Reichl

M. Remisz
Franco Salituro

Carolyn Samuels

Robert Spector
Michael Stein

Krystyn Szymczyk
Anthony Tsang
Ed Van Sloten

Patrick Wang

Richard Wong
Sing Wong
Kitty Yan
Richard Yao
Francine Yuen
Sarah Zuberec
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ELECTRICAL

Adnan Akhtar
Kamaljit Bains
Jonathen Chu
Linas Dauksa
Sanjay Ghuliani
Karen Gibson
Shawn Kormos
Hanif Ladak
Thau Le

Hung Pham
Bryan Philips

E. Rajendra
Lakhbeer'Sidhu
Todd Slivinskas

Ruma Sondhi
Vanny Thai
Bing Wong
Richard Wong

METALLURGY
AND
MATERIALS
SCIENCE

Augustine Fu
Rob Galloway
Patrik Popelar

ENGINEERING
SCIENCE

Debbie Chachra
Albert Chang
Will Gordon
Michael Greaves
Peter Hacksel
John Horack
Michael Leslie

G. Manuelpillai
Peter McGuire
Brian Mech
Ratal Pawluczyk
Brian Perkins
Daniel Phalp
Nuruddin Rajan
Sevag Sarmazian
James Sykes
Nicholas Tsouras
Jonathen Wong
Shih Wu

CHEMICAL

Tsz-Kon Chan
Raffi Daldalian
Di Nguyen
Mahmood Thobani
Jeffrey Vaneenoo

CIVIL

Wolfgang Jungbeck
Anita Lai

David lam
John Le Messurier
S. Mailvaganam
Will Nicholson
Alex Ochrym
Dan Pekic
Gerald Thombury
Elvio Zaghi

MECHANICAL

Jimmy Chow
George Galathris

Robert Indrigo

Peter Li

Lun Ma
John Ng
Nahil Rahman

INDUSTRIAL

Kai Chan
Nancy Jain
Paul Meany
Naeem Ravat
Danilo Tomanovich
Mimie Tsoi

CONGRATULATIONS AND
GOOD LUCK TO ALL IN
THE FUTURE!
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Engineering Classifieds

FOR SALE

Solutions to second

year problem sets -

most courses. I’ve

taken them all at least

once. 555- COPY.

Fully loaded Cray

XMP/24 computers.

Hardly used. First 3

customers receive

bonus HP 28S.

SPECIAL OFFER!!!
Floppy diskettes for

courses with no
restrictions on final

exam aids. 5.25" and
3.5" disks. 555-DISK.

For all you graduates!

Luxury condos going

cheap. 2.5 fathoms by

8 cubits of space.

Great view into the

neighbouring building.

Conveniently located

near some subway
station if you don’t

already own a car.

Call 555-ROOM.

Original hardcover

edition of Ivey’s

physics textbook. A
real collector’s item.

555 - IVEY.

SERVICES OFFERED

Sliderule instructions!

I’ll teach you how to

become a slide rule

expert in only minutes

a day. Amaze your

friends. It worked for

me! 555 - KEEN.

F!ROSH don’t be left

out! Let me teach you

all of the cafeteria card

games. Walk in as an

expert and amaze the

upperclassmen. Bonus
lessons on how to lose

gracefully so you don’t

embarass them and get

used as a table at

future games.

555-CARD.

Graphic design and

laser printing. Let two

graduate students use

their experience to

make your reports and

presentations stand

out. Catch us around

the caf. 555- DISK or

if busy 555- EYES.

Tutoring Available!

Special help available

in understanding the

bell curve and how to

ride the biggest wave.

WANTED

More beer.

People to work on

Skule Book 1991 -

1992. If interested

come to the eng. com.

and talk to the editor.

People to work on

Skule Nite 1992.

Watch for posters

about auditions etc. in

the coming academic

year.

LOST

One cup of coffee. It

got up and walked

away from me. If

found please return to

the blurry eyed hung
over student in caf.

SEEKING ADVICE

Eng-a-near seeking

answer to life, the

universe, and
everything. 42 is not

the answer, only my
last term average.



IFYOUWANT TO KNOW ABOUT US
JUST ASK:

LEON BLUM
JOE CIRA

ASCOT CHANG
TONY CLARK
RON GILMORE
JIM HAYWARD
TOM STARK

JIM STEWART

(P. Eng)
(P. Eng)
(P. Eng)
(P. Eng)
(P. Eng)
(P. Eng)
(P. Eng)
(P. Eng)

Partner

Principal

Partner

Principal

Partner

Partner
Partner

Principal

ENGINEERS HAVE ALWAYS HELD A

SPECIAL PLACE IN GELLMAN,

HAYWARD. IF YOU'RE LOOKING

FOR A SPECIAL PLACE AND A

SPECIAL CAREER, ASK ABOUT US.

E 1L 11, M AN • MAY W A 1R D
GELLMAN. HAYWARD 8c PARTNERS LTD. 33 YONGE STREET, TORONTO. ONTARIO M5E 1G4 (416) 862 0430
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LOOKING
TO
THE

FUTURE

If you want to meet the

challenge of your potential -

go through the door marked Bell.

Join a company in which

yesterday is old news and history

is what you make it through the

Bell discovery process.

V\fe have the challenging

careers for qualified graduates in

engineering, mathematics,

computer sciences, business and

arts programs.

Vtewant you to join your

potential with ours. If you have

what it takes to be part

of the Bell Future, the training,

salary and benefits are there

for you. Talk to us.

BELL WILL BE ON CAMPUS
FROM OCTOBER TO MID
JANUARY. CONTACT YOUR
CAMPUS PLACEMENT
CENTRE FOR DETAILS.

Change
. V rw

N /
it* -I- in m

with Maul,all Marklin Uh iffy' X
Monaghan Limited - a highly ^ ± ^
diverse engineering consulting, w
surveying and planning mganl- 1 J

o - -5 imm>\
Canadian owned and rapidly grow-

Ing, we are enhancing our forty-year

success story with a wide variety of excklng new projects, including the

key role In the project management, design and construction of Pearson

Airport's Trillium Terminal. As we continue to apply our creativity and

quality to government and private sector projects, we arc able to ofTer

opportunities for graduates eager to place themselves at the lop of their

profession.

If you arc Interested in applying your talents to major Industrial, commer-

cial, residential and institutional projects, look to these opportunities In

the following areas:

FnvIronmcntaJ

Environmental Engineering

• Water Resources

• Waste Management

» Environmental Planning

Transportation

• Engineering

• Planning: Traffic, T ransit

Airports: Design and Planning

Planning

• Tourism A Recreation Planning

• Economic Planning

• Landscape Architecture

• Heritage Planning

Municipal and Public Works

Municipal Design

Contract Administration

Land Use Planning

Buildings and Structures

• Electrical

Mechanical IIVAC

• Structural

Surveying and Mapping

• Legal

• Geodetic

• Applied

» Geographic Information

Services

• Digital Mapping and

Remote Sensing

• Photogrammetrlc Services

• Digital Terrain Modelling

Hydrographic

Project Management

MMM offers continued education A career growth In an environment that

promotes technical excellence and managerial development In all disci-

plines. In addition, we ofTer competitive compensation, a full-range of

benefits and shareholder investing.

Make the most of your future — today! Contact Rhonda Lawson,

Manager of Human Resources, at (416) 882-1100.

Bell University &
College Recruiting

Marshall Macklin Monaghan Limited
Consulting Engineers ScrveyorB Planners



TRENCH
~ELECTRIC

TRENCH ELECTRIC is a world leader in the design and manufacture of specialized high voltage electrical equipment. Over
the past twenty-five years, Trench Electric has expanded its product range to meet the needs of utility and industrial markets
worldwide. Today, with a Head Office and Plants in Scarborough and Linz. Austria, sales offices in Montreal, and Giessen,
West Germany, Trench also maintains and manages an international network of sales agents who provide clients with a com-
prehensive range of custom designed products and systems.

Coil Products Division is the world’s leading designer and manufacturer of air core inductance coils. From its inception, this

Division has provided customized inductive products through the use of computer aided design and modular manufacturing
techniques. Product specialization and a firm commitment to research ad development has enabled the Coil Products Division

to extend the reliable range of air core induction applications to levels and rating which were unachievable with previous
technology.

Our Instrument Transformer Division has enioyed similar success in the field of Capacitor Voltage Transformers. We are now
the leading North American manufacturer and supplier of instrument transformers with numerous installations worldwide.

For employment opportunities, contact:

TRENCH ELECTRIC
Employee Relations

71 Maybrook Drive

Scarborough, Ontario
MlV 4B6

FALCONBRIDGE LIMITED

Engaged in the exploration, development, mining,

processing and marketing of metals and minerals

for over sixty years.

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST

TO THE STUDENTS AT THE

Falconbridge Limited

P.O. Box 40

Commerce Court West

Toronto. Ontario

M5L 1B4

WISHES FOR THE FUTURE

UNIVERSITY TORONTO
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The Wide World of

PLACER DOME!

We need enthusiastic young professionals

to contribute, develop their potential and

achieve. In so doing you will help continue the

growth that has made Placer Dome a leading

international mining corporation.

Based in Canada, Placer Dome has 18 mines in six

countries and explores for gold and other minerals throughout the

world.

Representatives will be visiting your campus later this year. Watch

your bulletin boards for dates and places.

BpLACER DOME INC. The way to go - if you want to grow!

1600 - 1055 Dunsmuir Street, P.O.Box 49330, Bentall Postal Station,

Vancouver, British Columbia V7X 1P1- Telephone (604) 682-7082

Imperial Oil

Congratulations

to the

Graduating Class of 1991

The Imperial Oil Limited Family of Companies

Imperial Oil Corporate Group
Esso Chemical Canada

Esso Petroleum Canada
Esso Resources Canada Limited
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Canadair Gives

Airbus Industrie

The Leading Edge.
Airbus Industrie’s state-of-the-art A330 and A340 jets are ushering in a new era in commercial aviation.

Thanks, in part, to advances in composite manufacturing and aluminum lithium (Al-Li) technologies made
possible by Canadair"

.

Today, Canadair is doing $1.6 billion w-orth of business with Airbus. From forming Al-Li for leading edge wing
assemblies, to producing 6 major fuselage components including the advanced composite nose landing gear doors

for 600 A330 ^nd A340 jets.

The cutting edge of aerospace technology!

‘ Canadair is a registered trademark of Bombardier Inc.

canadair ’

C . J A GROUP OF BOMBARDIIR INC

Sponsors ol the Henry C Acres Medal lor Excellence in Engineering

• Power and Energy

• Waler Resources

• Transportation

• Industry

• Environmental and Waste

Management

Acres International Limited

480 University Avenue • Toronto. Canada M5G 1V2
Telephone 416-595 2000 • Facsimile 416-595 2004

COMPLIMENTS OF

FEDERAL
PIONEER

Federal Pioneer Limited

LARGEST ALL-CANADIAN

MANUFACTURER OF

ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTION PRODUCTS

Federal Pioneer Limited
Offices in principal cities across Canada

St John’s • Halifax • Niagara Falls • Burlington • Winnipeg • Calgary • Vancouver
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Spar, a Canadian company, provides products (or applications in space,

communications, defence, aviation and advanced industrial systems. Spar's

major asset is its human resource: more than 21 00 people who together make
Spar one of the most innovative companies in North America. Over the years,

the Company has established a leading role as a supplier of advanced
manipulator systems for space and industrial applications, ship-board Infra

red surveillance systems, communications satellites and earth stations.

Spar Aerospace Limited
Adavanced Technology Systems Group

1 700 Ormont Drive
Weston, Ontario. Canada

M9L2W7

SPAR

Spar Aerospace Limited
Join the team that’s out of this world

Help vis Bring the
World Together

THE INVESTMENT GUILD

Chartered Financial Consultants

Providing Money Management
by Design

345 Renfrew Drive

Suite 302
Markham, Ontario

L3R 9S7

Bus (416) 470-9840 Toronto (416) 498-9514

Northern Telecom has a vision. By the year 2000,

we intend to be the worlds leading supplier of

telecommunications equipment. And with the

recent launch of FiberWorld, the first fiber optic

network to handle voice, data, graphic, and

image media simultaneously, we are well on our

way - now I

To achieve our goal, we are looking for graduates

and co-op students who share our values and

want to share in our success. We need team

oriented people with ideas and enthusiasm,

willing to take risks and apply creative solutions.

We believe Northern Telecom can offer you an

exciting, challenging future. Talk with your

placement office today about opportunities for

your tomorrow.

A.fl northernIT telecom
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Talk to us . . .

about Applied Technology

about your quality of life

At ORTECH International, we
provide multi-disciplinary

technological consulting services

to a wide range of industries.

We are an exciting and growing

organization with a reputation

for quality and innovation,

earned through 60 years of

consulting and applied research

and development.
Dowty Aerospace Toronto

If you value an opportunity to

make a contribution, we Uurlte

you toforward your resume, in

confidence to:

A Dowty Aerospace Company, a world leader in the design
and manufacture of Landing Gear Systems for Civil and
Military Aircraft.

574 Monarch Avenue, Ajax. Ontario. Canada LIS 2G8
Telephone 416 683 3100 Fax 416 686 2914

Manager, Human Resources
2395 Speakman Drive,

Mississauga, Ont
L5K1B3, (416) 822-4111

ORTECH
INTEINATIONAI

WHERE
TOMORROW

IS MADE
Canadian Marconi Company —
a global leader in the design, de-

velopment and manufacture of

avionics, commercial and tactical

communications, specialized com-
ponents and radar systems. One
hundred and thirty-eight countries

worldwide rely on our expertise in

state-of-the-art electronics.

GROW WITH DU PONT CANADA INC.

We're a large and successful company with operations across Canada. We provide

a wide range of chemical based products - Fibres and Intermediates, Specialty Plastice

and FHms. Spedafty Chemicals and Malarial* • for manufacturing, construction. Ngh
technology and direct consumer applications.

The Financial Post has deemed us to be one of the best one hundred corporations

to work for In Canada • we are a company that places high value on cere end concern

for people, personal and corporate Integrity, safety and protection of the environment.

Whatever business success we will have will be significantly Impacted by our success

In creating Jobs and working relationships which continuously unleash people's talents

and energies and increase their Interest and Involvement In what they are doing. We
believe that business excellence and people excellence depend entirely on each other,

and we will not compromise these values.

erne
CANADIAN MARCONI

COMPANY
Montreal, Quebec

Cornwall, Ontario Kanata, Ontario

PUT YOUR EDUCATION TO WORK
GROW WITH US

Du Pont Canada Inc.

Box‘2200, Streetsvill* Stn.

Mississauga, Ontario L5M 2H3

<gupoSD
CANADA

Committed to Employment Equity

On* of THE FINANCIAL POST
100 BEST

Companies to work for In Canada
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INNOVATION
RIGHTFROM THE START

That's what S&C Electric and the University ofToronto

Faculty of Engineering have in common. Each of us

have the same committment to initiate innovative

concepts in our field of specialty.

S&C Electric has brought to industry a steady

succession of unique products pioneering new
applications and contributing to the improvement of

of operating practices for electric-utility, commercial

and industrial power systems at voltages ranging from

5,000 volts through 500,000 volts.

In turn. The University of Toronto Faculty of

Engineering, since its inception, has been the pioneer

of co-operative education which has provided a vital

fundamental link between academic studies and

practical experience.

You have required a rich heritage and a bright future.

S&C ELECTRIC CANADA LTD.

SpcciafcAta m Higk-Voitage Switching ami. Fhotutiuom.

If you

need a
Labelling
System

you need...

AVERY
DENNISON
35 McLachlan Drive Rexdale,
(Toronto), Ontario M9W1E4
Telephone (416) 675-3161

Congratulations

From the world’

s

leading manufacturer

of mechanical
piping products

to

©ANRON
EASTERN STRUCTURAL DIVISION

THE UNIVERSITY
OF TORONTO

ENGINEERING SOCIETY

100 DISCO ROAD, REXDALE, ONTARIO M9W 1M1
TELEX 06-989198 TEL. 675-6400

FAX. (416) 675-6522

65 WORCESTER ROAD • REXDALE, ONTARIO



A world leader in

gas turbine technology

for aerospace, industrial

and marine applications.

PRATT&WHITNEY
CANADA

Congratulations graduates

and

Good Luck for a Long Lasting Career

from

Duracell Canada Inc.

1801 Courtney Park Drive

Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1J3

SIEMENS CONGRATULATIONS

We manufacture, market and service electrical and elec-

tronic products and systems for utilities, industry, business,

medicine and science

• Electrical Systems • Standard Products

• Medical Systems • Hearing Instruments

• Communication Systems

• Electronic Components

• HELL Graphic Systems

• Specialty Light Sources

Siemens Electric Limited

1180 Courtney Park Drive East, Mississauga,

Ont. L5T 1P2, Tel. (416) 564-1995.

Fax 416-564-5855

TO ALL

GRADUATES

ON A

SUCCESSFUL YEAR

FROM

Consumers Gas
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YOUKNOWOUR PRODUCTS.
NOWGETTO KNOW US.

You know us best for our household brand names... Kleenex
*
Huggies!* h’otexT

New Freedom! Delsey.*

We are Kimberly-Clark, an international company whose growth has been

based upon a commitment to quality in everything we do...a commitment to

knowing and working with our customers and suppliers. . .a commitment to our

people.

We need people to grow with us...

• People in engineering, marketing, finance, computer science and other

key areas.

• People who are stimulated by new ideas and change.

• People who are challenged by responsibility.

• People who can contribute as key members of decision making teams.

• People who expect recognition and personal fulfillment from their work.

• People who will take the initiative to get to know us better.

...someone like you-

A

Kimberly-Clark
Kimberly-Clark Canada Inc.

Human Resources Services. 90 Burnhamthorpc Road West. Mississauga. Ontario I .SB .Ti."

We are committed to equity in employment.

Congratulates

the 1991

Graduating Class

of the

Faculty of Engineering

Canadian Standards Association

Moncton, NB (506) 858-9300 • Montreal, PQ (514) 694-81 10
Toronto, ON (416) 747-400 • Winnipeg, MB (204) 632-6633

Edmonton, AB (403) 450-21 II • Vancouver, BC (604) 273-4581

TO THE CLASS OF
1991

"The Best is Yet to Come"

Congratulations and best wishes inyour
career endeavours.

H.A Simons Ltd. is a Canadian company with an
international reputation in providing consulting

engineering services to theforest products, food &
beverage, consumerproducts, cement and

speciality chemical industries.

Vancouver Montreal

Melbourne

Toronto Atlanta

Sao Paulo

A
TRADITION

OF

TECHNOLOGICAL

LEADERSHIP

At Amoco Canada, we re

convinced that technical

excellence separates leaders

Irom lollowers in the

petroleum exploration and

production industry That's

why Amoco Canada has long

maintained close ties with

Canada s university

community. Our tradition ol

recognizing, developing and

rewarding technological

innovation has helped make

us a leader in Canada s

energy industry

(AMOW
Amoco Canada

Petroleum Company Ltd

Calgary. Aioeda
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PetoMacCallumltd.CONSULTING ENGINEERS

Dufferm has the resources to tackle a variety of

construction projects from a small paving contract to a multi-

million dollar highway project.

If you have the challenge, we have the Company, the Team,
the Scope and the Experience

Peto MacCallum Ltd. is an independent, Canadian con-

sulting engineering company providing specialized

engineering and routine technical services in:

• Geotechnical Engineering

• Geo-Environmental Engineering

• Construction Materials Engineering

• Quality Control, Testing and Inspection

• Building Sciences

165 Cartwright Avenue
Toronto, Ontario

M6A 1V5

(416) 785-5110

Toronto • Hamilton • Kitchener • Barrie • Oshawa

Serving

• GOVERNMENTS
• INDUSTRY
• COMMERCE
• DEVELOPERS

Brochure Available on Request

Write or Telephone:

DUFFERIN CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

505 NORTH SERVICE RD. EAST,

OAKVILLE ONT. L6H 1A5

165 Cartwright Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M6A IV5
Tel: (41& 785-5110 Fax: (41 6) 785-5120

Offices in Toronto, Hamilton, Kitchener, Barrie. Oshawa

THE ASSOCIATION
OF PROFESSIONAL
ENGINEERS OF ONTARIO

The licensing and regulatory

body for 58,000 professional

engineers registered in Ontario

By law, membership in the

Al’EO is required to prac-

tise engineering in the

province and to use the

designation I’. Eng.

For further information on
becoming a professional

engineer, contact the

Communications Officer,

Al’EO, 1 155 Yonge Street,

Toronto, Ontario M4T 2Y5;

Telephone: (416) 961-1 100

TORONTO
842-2741

BURLINGTON
335-6120

IBI

HAMILTON
524-2896

• TrafTic/Transporiation Engineering and Control

• Transportalion.Transii and Land Use Planning

• Freowav TrafTic Management Svsienis

• Rapid Transit Planning and Design

• Design of Terminals

• Transportation Economics and Management

• Alternate Fuels and Transportation Energy Management

240 Richmond Street West. 5th Floor, Toronto, Ontario M5V 1V6
(416)596-1930 FAX (4161 596-0644

lku Winniprs (alpiu fdnmni<iiHalil av M.m r«*t\et l —• I il<miu and Nea Vw

PENTEL STATIONERY OF CANADA, LTD.

1750 Courtney Park Drive, Unit #1,

Mississauga. Ontario L5T 1W1

Telephone (416) 564-0126 Fax (416) 564-1577
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—
A Powerful Team

Ontario Hydro
and U. of T. Engineers

As you plan your luture consider the merits

of being an important part of Ontario

Hydro’s. We can offer you a challenging

and rewarding career.

For more information write to: Staffing

Department Ontario Hydro, 700 University

Avenue, Toronto, Ontario M5G 1X6.

*

*

Ontario Hydro encourages aoolications from Qualified

women, men. memDers ol visioie minorities, aboriginal

peoples and persons with disabilities.

Ontario hydro

Geovision Corporation, on Otww°^d

toftvrare compony established in 19 /o,

develops interactive geographic in for™''°n

and mopping systems. GeoVision has

1 80 employees, with offices in Denve ,

c°d Sydney Aumolio.ondMollolio™ in 15

countries.

GeoVision offers a challenging and srimu-

loTing working
envi.onmenl. The locceliM

oppnconrs will work with outstanding

pSe-onals on deliver of leadmg-edge

projects to utilities and government Q9enc^
5

involved in Inta-mcldie. normal ««« °"d

land management, and mop-mokmg.

S f t I t 1 T 1 I T 1 t I I I 1 f I I t I 1

, iGE^SIOfT"
,

1600 Carling Avenue. Suile 200, Ottawa, Canada K1Z_<

Build Your Future

with the

Construction Leader

PCL CONSTRUCTORS EASTERN INC.

Congratulates the Class of 1991

One of Vicriiiiimiiill\Ki

k

100 BEST
COMPANIES TO WORK TOR IN CANADA

Suite 800, 191 The West Mall, Etobicoke, Ontario

M9C 5K8, Telephone: (416) 626-1410

Contact: Lisa Cooke, Human Resources Supervisor

"pari of Canada s largest general contracting organisation"

PCL CONSTRUCTORS EASTERN INC.

Where au®'e^3eg'm
performa^l

producers
ol

. Too\Sree's

Stress S^ sveefs

coecta)
Carbon * Slee\s

• B0Ck°"r^ed SWe
m or ins*

forms

Vacuum ^ b\°°m^— — ’

,
66Ard. . Mfi-735-
566'

— T^ySteets



WILLER ENGINEERING LJMrTt£

PROCESS INSTRUMENTATION-ANALYZERS • APftKREILS DE MESURE-ANALYSEURS

CONGRATULATIONS

"Best Wishes"

MCW CONSULTANTS LTD.

CONSULTING PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS

Toronto Montreal Sarnia Maritimes

284 King Street West. Toronto, Ontario M5V 1J2. Phone (416) 598-2920
600-352 Donald Street. Winnipeg. Manitoba R3B 2H8, Phone (204) 943-8475

1500 West Georgia St., Ste. 1650. Vancouver, B.C. V6G 226, Phone (604) 687-1821

Toronto Fax (416) 598-5394

B-A Consulting Group Ltd.
Transportation Planners and Engineers

• Traffic Engineering

• Transportation Planning

• Parking Facilities Design
• Functional Design

18L
HATCH
ASSOCIATES

- Umgomcn Consutaru
- Engrocoij
- A/t3*OC3u*
• TcdnooQcJ OoKCtopmen
- Profoa Marwyevrw
Procuwrwrt

• Cons ruci ran Marugtwi

I Ucn A-ancv*at Ud. Consoling Engrwart, pnyrtdta
HMCM <n a« n**di of mtMJurrfr. <Jw pormv
varr-poruorv pup and pjpor. mauxiurg

TOnONTO - HAMPTON • SUO0LWT - MONTREAL

• Transit Facilities
SOOCL BUFFALO OAUA3

• Pedestrian Circulation

111 Avenue Road, Suite 604, Toronto, Ontario M5R 3J8
(416) 961-7110 FAX: (416) 961-9807

21 SL Clair Avenue East

Toronto, Ontario

Congratulations

Pressure, Temperature,

Level Flow and Vibration Censors

IMO Delaval Inc.

6845 Rexwood Rd.
t
Unit 1

Mississauga. Ontario
Canada L4V 1 R2
Phone: 416-678-6141

a new name, Fax: 41 6-678-oi47

a new era.

Cansult

Engineering

Limited

• Transportation Planning

• Transportation Engineering

• Public Transit

• Municipal Engineering

• Computer Consulting

60 Renfrew Drive, Suite 300

Markham, Ontario L3R 0E1

Tel. (416) 470-1977 Fax. (416) 470-2060

INTERNATIONAL
TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE

provides a stepping stone for furthering the career of en-

gineers. Supplementing technical expertise with business
administration is directly relevant to practising managerial

work. Participants earn the designation "Internationally Reg-

istered Engineering Manager". IREM recipients qualify and
may apply for MBA degree.
For 1990 Catalogue contact: Prof. Etele,

565 Avenue Road, Suite 503
Toronto, Ontario M4V 2J9
Phone or Fax (416) 920-2557

Steed and Evans Limited
Engineers and Contractors

Construction

6205 • B Airport Road Mississauga

300 Bndge Street East. Kitchener

Stanley Avenue North. Niagara Falls

Aggregates & Asphalt

Ontario

Heidelberg

FonthA

Cambridge

Nova Scotia

Lakeview Drive. Dartmouth Dartmouth

KentvAe
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CONGRATULATIONS

I.M.I1all Associates Inc.

SUITE 211, 35 KING STREET, WESTON, ONTARIO M9N 3R8

1 A Ainley and

1A Associates Limited
E CONSULTING ENGINEERS & PLANNERS

Water Supply & Sewage Disposal • Roads & Bridges • Flood Control

Solid Waste Disposal • Municipal Drains • Land Use Planning i

OUR EXPERTISE INCLUDES A SOLID AND EXTENSIVE BACKGROUND IN
\

ALL ASPECTS OF CIVIL. MUNICIPAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

MEMBER Consulting Engineers oi Omario

COLUNGWOOP BARRIE BELLEVIl IE OTTAWA
,

280 Proltv River P.vkwav 40 High Sired 205 Oundas Street Bo*9l7, RR5
(705) 445 3451 (705) 726 3371 (613)966 4243 (613)822-1052

Fa* (705) 445 0960 Fa* (705) 726 4391 Fa* (613) 966 1 160 Fa* (613i 822-1573

Raytheon Canada Limited

400 Phillip Street

Waterloo, Ontario Canada
N2J 4K6

519 885 0110
TWX 610 365 3469
Telex 069 55431
FAX 519 885 8620

AMPEX
Raytheon

Congratulations Graduates

CONGRATULATIONS!

One of the ways an institution of higher learning can remain
active over time is to consistently educate capable and pro-

ductive graduates, who benefit society as a whole in the prac-

tice of their respective disciplines.

The University of Toronto has over the years met that chal-

lenge, and we are certain will continue to do so!

AMPEX CANADA Inc.

% CONGRATULATIONS
AND BEST WISHES TO THE

GRADUATES OF 91

Corrosion Service Company Limited
369 RIMROCK FVOAD

DOWNSVIEW, ONTARIO M3J 3G2

K LEONARD KALISHENKO
& ASSOCIATES LIMITED
CONSULTING STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS

Leonard Kalishenko, ms*, p.eo*.

PRESIDENT

Canada Colors and Chemicals Limited

CONGRATULATIONS
& BEST WISHES

FROM

5000 DUFFERIN ST.. SUITE 215. DOWNSVIEW. ONT. (416) 665-7165
MONTREAL
CALGARY

TORONTO
EDMONTON

WINNIPEG
WINDSOR

VANCOUVER
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Business

Administration

Programs

Accredited Bachelor and Masters Level

Programs in Business Administration and

Management Advanced standing credits

can be granted.

Saturday classes and/or Correspondence

Studies. Accredited by the National Home
Study Council.

Customized in-house programs available.

CANADIAN SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
121 Bkxx Street East, Suite 1003

Toronto. Ontario M4W 3M5
(416) 960-3805

COMPLETE CAD
SERVICES

CAD TRAINING

CAD MANPOWER

CAD DRAFTING

CAD CUSTOMIZATION

DRAWING PLOTTING

FOR DETAILS PLEASE CALL

(416)754-0155

M.Y.QURESHI INC.
100 MeLEVIN AVE. UNIT 3

SCARBOROUGH ONTARIO M1B 2V5

FAX:- (<16)754-7515

DELCAIM esjGfses=s
RAfsISEFtS

AROirtcrs

BAY MILLS A NATIONAL S. INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
OFFICES ACROSS CANAOA & OVERSEAS

277 LAKESHORE ROAD EAST. SUITE 400

OAKVILLE ONTARIO L6J 6J3

Congratulations from

Allanson
Diwliion of JannocV Limited

33 O infield Hoad
T ofonto, Ontario

Canada M4B 3H?

telephone (4 16) 755 1191

Tele. 06 9637J3

• OIL BURNER IGNITION
TRANSFORMER • FLUORESCENT BALLASTS
• OIL BURNER FUEL UNITS
• NEON SIGN TRANSFORMERS • POWER CONVERTERS

CONGRATULATIONS

CONGRATULATIONS

CANAOA

545 Elmira Road
Guelph, Ontario, Canada
NIK 1C2

Lavalin Engineers

W V. A. WOOD ASSOCIATES LIMITED
Consullmg Geotechnical Engineers

1080 Tapsopp Rd
.
Unit 24

Scarborough. Onl MIX 1E7

Tel (416) 292-2868

Congratulations

LAVALIN ENGINEERS INC

ATRIA NORTH - PHASE II. 2235 SHEPPARO AVENUE EAST
WIUOWDALE. ONTARIO. CANADA M2J 5A6
TELEPHONE: 14161 756-1643 • TELECOPIER: (416) 756-4998
TELEX: 06-986781 • CABLE: LAVALIN TOR
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STONE & WEBSTER CANADA LIMITED

Yonge-Eglinton Centre
2300 Yonge Street

Toronto, Ontario M4P 2W6

Telephone (416) 482-8500 Telecopier (416) 482-2865

A multi-discipline engineering company (civil, eLectrical,
mechanical, process, environmental, Instrumentation and control)

serving clients in Canada and abroad for over forty years

s P
E R
U O
V V

I I

c D
E E
s D

Engineering
Design
Procurement
Construction/Construction Management
Project Management
Studies and Reports
Consulting Engineering
Management Consulting

Petroleum Refining
Chemical and Petrochemical
Brewing, Fermentation nnd Distil) lng
Fossil and Nuclear Power Ceneration
Iron and Steel
Sports and Recreation
Institutional
Manufacturing

A MEMBER OF TH£ WORLDWIDE GROUP OF STONE & WEBSTER COMPANIES

CONGRATULATIONS AND BEST WISHES
TO ALL 1991 GRADUATES

Congratulations
to the Class of

1*9 *9*1

CANSTAR
3900 Victoria Park Avenue, North York, Ontario, M2H 3H7

A Division of Canada Wire and Cable Ltd.
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Trench Electric is a world leader in the design and manufacture of specialized high voltage

electrical and electronic equipment. Over the past twenty-five years. Trench Electric has expanded

its product range to meet the needs of utility and industrial markets worldwide. Today, with a

Head Office and Plants in Scarborough; sales offices in Montreal, Atlanta, and Giessen, West
Germany, Trench also maintains and manages an international network of sales agents who provide

clients with a comprehensive range of custom designed products and systems.

Coil Products Division is the world's leading designer and manufacturer of air core inductance

coils. From its inception, this Division has provided customized inductive products through the

use of computer aided design and modular maufacturing techniques. Product specialization and a

firm commitment to research and development has enabled the Coil Products Division to extend the

reliable range of air core induction applications to levels and rating which were unachievable with

previous technology.

Our Instrument Transformer Division has enjoyed similar success in the field of Capacitor Voltage

Transformers. We are now the leading North American manufacturer and supplier of instrument

transformers with numerous installations worldwide.

TRENCH ELECTRIC
71 Maybrook Drive,

-

Scarborough, Ontario,

Canada M1V 215

For employment opportunities, contact;

Director,

Employee Relations

Trench Electric

71 Maybrook Drive

Scarborough, Ontario

M1V2L5
/

III

YOlTRE^CmrTOURl
You've spent the better part of your life

getting ready for this moment.

Now it's here.

At Dow we recognize your achievement.

It came through hard

training and team

It's a formula that works for

We know it will work for yotf^.

Congratulations graduate, ^

you're on your way.

DOW
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Cong/taxations

TO THE

GRADUATING
ENGINEERS

1991

Devtek Corporation
Devtek Corporation is an international

developer and manufacturer of

systems and components for the

aerospace, defence, automotive and

industrial markets.

NGINEERING CAREERS

Xlfifi--.

\?/ f -W
i/ y y y f V\i

MAKING EVERYTHING COME

TOGETHER.
KNOWINGWHATWORKS.

Engineering the systems that control a modern office or indus-

trial building— the job goes beyond theory, Into the hard-edged
world where theory succeeds or fails. Johnson Controls engi-

neering professionals have the knowledge to understand a
building's many-faceted needs and to put together the system
that meets them.

We are the international leader In the building controls indus-
try, established in Canada since 1912.

Your career p-esents another challenge—to establish your
professional self in a setting where you'll flourish and grow. If

you are graduating from an Electrical or Mechanical program,

our Sales Engineering and Application Engineering careers
'

offer opportunities in major cities across the country with con-

tinuous training and internal promotions. For information, send
your resume inquiry to: Personnel Department, Johnson Con-
trols Ltd., 7400 Birchmount Road, Markham, Ontario L3R 5V4.

JBHNSON
CONTROLS
Systems & Services Division
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Aircraft

Appliances and
Equipment Limited

150 East Drive

Bramalea.Ontario.Canada L6T 1 Cl
Telephone (416) 791-1666

FAX 416-791-7218

‘Distributors of high technology
aerospace products

‘Designers and manufacturers of

marine fuel filtration and
surveillance support equipment.

‘Repair and overhaul servicers of

military and commercial aircraft

and associated ground support
equipment.

CONGRATULATIONS
& BEST WISHES

ForThe

FUTURE

. C

NORR

ENGINEERS
OVERSEAS
DON’Ti
•wear a suit and tla

-shuffle papara and answer
phones
-alt at a desk ail day

DO i

-live In foreign countries

•work outdoors
-take charge
-make decisions

-face many challenges

•bear heavy raeponatbiUty

-wofk long hours
-operate sophisticated elec-

tronic equipment
-record Information on oil and
gas wells

-Interpret that Information

OPENINGS FOR
PERMANENT

AND
SUMMER
POSITIONS

ENJOYi
-being their own boss

THIS JOB IS NOT FOR
EVERYONE - BUT IT

COULD BE FOR YOUI

Schlumberger. the world leader

in Wireline Well Logging has
immediate career opportunities

Overseas for individuals with

an M.S. or B.E. degree in

E.E., M.B., Physics or the

Oeo- Sciences, excellent

scholastic record, hands-on
aptitude and 0-3 years work
experience.

Schlumberqer

Exceptional people Exceptional technology VtorKfwKye
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CONGRATULATIONS
& BEST WISHES

ForThe

FUTURE

CRA

WITH THE
BEST WISHES OF

HAWKER! ISIDDELEY
HAWKER SIDDELEY CANADA INC.

Consulting Engineers

CONESTOGA-ROVERS & ASSOCIATES LIMITED 3 Robert Speck Parkway

Mississauga, Ontario

651 Colby Drive,

Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
L4Z 2G5

N2V1C2

WELDERS
SUPPLY COMPANY

MLINDE
m UNION CAPBIOE

YOURSOUrcTfOR SPECIAL SERVICE

RAPID DELIVERY • EXCELLENT PARKING • TECHNICAL SERVICE

UNDE OASES PROPANE
• helium • VEHICULAR DISPENSERS

• OXYGEN • CONSTRUCTION
• ACETYLENE • RESIDENTIAL IB B 0

1

• ARGON SAFETY EQUIPMENT
WELDING EQUIPMENT •HELMETS
GAS WELDING • GOGGLES
• PUROX • GLOVES

• OXWELD • RESPIRATORS

• VICTOR • HARD HATS

ELECTRIC WELDING •SAFETY CLOTHING

• HOBART (MIG. TIG. STICKI POWER TOOLS
• L- TEC MiG. TIC) • J WALTER GRINDING
• ARC WELD (MIG. TIG. STICK

)

TOOLS AND WHEELS

TOOLS • BLACK i DECKER PROFESSIONAL TOOLS • WESTWARD HAND TOOLS

EAST END CENTRAL WEST END

699-9336 924-1151 743-8616
444

B1RCHMOUNT RD.

FAX 924-2920

1 POPLAR PLAINS RO. 1681 WILSON AVE.

RICHARD & B. A. RYAN LIMITED

General Contractors

&
Construction Managers

Best Wishes to the

1991

Engineering Graduates

78 Logan Avenue
Toronto, Ontario

M4M 2M8
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Dowdell Pal Ellis Shim
and Associates Limited

Consulting Engineers

CONGRATULATIONS

BORDEN CHEMICAL
GROWING TO MEET

YOUR NEEDS

TO THE CLASS OF ’91

BORDEN CHEMICAL
10 Milner Business Court, Suite 415,

Scarborough, Ontario M1B 3C6 •

(416/292-9988 Fax (416) 292-9690

Division of THE BORDEN

Connect

COMPANY, LIMITED

with quality

performance

and delivery

Connect withAMP
H. H. Angus & Associates Limited

Consulting Engineers

1127 Leslie Street

Don Mills, Ont. M3C 2J6

AMP of CANADA Ltd.



LARGE SCALE CUSTOM ROBOTICS FOR CLEANING AND
COATING IN THE AEROSPACE. AIRCRAFT AND LAND
TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRIES

THIN FILM. HIGH VACUUM TECHNOLOGY FOR CERAMIC
COATINGS AND SECURITY DEVICES

for more information about Vadeko, or employment
opportunities please contact

Ann Whitehead, Manager Corporate Development
(416) 821 3222, fax (416) 821 2232

Oakville Thorold

Gore &Storrie Limited
WASTEWATER • WATER • SOLID & HAZARDOUS WASTES • DRAINAGE

WATER RESOURCES • ENERGY RECOVERY
• ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING

LABORATORY SERVICES - ANALYTICAL & PROCESS R & D

255 Consumers Road. North York, Ontario M2I 5R6
Telephone (416) 499-9000 Fax (416) 490-4607

Engineering the World,

Engineering the Future

Toronto Ottawa Barrie

Cambridge Mississauga

Kingston

CONGRATULATIONS

GRADUATES OF 9T1

Carruthers & Wallace Limited
Consulting Structural Engineers

250 Merton Street • Toronto, Ontario • M4S 1B1

L9T 4B6
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At MICROUTES scientific

you'll save the dme, expense,

and agony of searching for the

.'OBBIHtS'”

that you need I

Congratulations

Graduates of 9T1

CONSULTING ENGINEERS
ro* rate consul r» non

TEL- (416) 299-5301
FAX: |«Him DO*

lOO SPY COURT
MARKHAM. ONTARIO
L3R 5H6

Engineers, Architects and Constructors
Salutes the

University of Toronto

Engineering Society

2200 Lake Shore Blvd. West, Toronto 416-252-5311

Vancouver, Edmonton, Calgary, Saskatoon
255 Consumers Road. Suite 120. Willowdale, Ontario M2J 1R4

Bus (416) 492-2740 Fax (416) 492-2747

Winnipeg, Sarnia, Montreal, Tucson

90 WOODSIDE AVENUE PHONE (519) 744-81 1

1

P.O. BOX 9007, STN C TELEX 069-55485

KITCHENER, ONT. N2G 4K1 FAX (519) 744-8736

BEST WISHES

Gartner Lee

CANADIAN BLOWER/CANADA PUMPS LTD
HEAD OFFICE AND FACTORY

KITCHENER, ONT.

140 Renfrew Dr. Suite 102

Markham, Ontario

L3R 8B6

Telesat Congratulations

Graduates

Providing business communications

you can build on

Vous pouvez compter sur la fiabilite

de nos services de telecommunications.

MURPHY & ASSOCIATES

Telesat Canada
333 River Road, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1L 8B9

Tel.: (613) 746-5920 Telex: 053-4184 TWX: 610-562-8926

Fax: (613) 748-8712 ENVOY. ANIK

5353 Dundas St. W. Suite 207

Etobicoke, Ontario

M9B 6H8
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OVER 80YEARS OF
OFFICE EXCELLENCE

has everything
for the office,

from business
machines to
office furniture

,

COMPUTERS. COPIERS. LASER
COPIERS. LASER PRINTERS.

LASER FAX (facsimile units),

DICTATION SYSTEMS.
PAPER SHREDDERS. ETC.

by such top-name manufacturers
as CANON. PHILIPS. SONY. . .

Put the dedication and expertise

of more than 1600 Canadians

who make up the OE team

at your service. . .

CALL TODAY- 491-OEOE

O E inc.
1490 Denison Street, Markham. Ontario. L3R 9T7

INGLIS LIMITED

NICHOLAS RUSZ & ASSOCIATES LTD.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
24 MALLARD ROAD
DON MILLS ONTARIO M3B 1 S2

(416) 445-8102

Fax (416) 445-8106

‘CONGRATULATIONS”

MTS (CANADA) LTD.
PLAZA 4. 2 ARGENTIA RO.. SUITE I OD
MISSISSAUGA. ONTARIO L5N I P7

Phone 416-821-781 1 • Fax. 416-821-7971

ROBERT E. BROWN
PENG

ROBERT E. BROWN
AND ASSOCIATES LIMITED
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

789 DON MILLS RD. SUITE 700.

DON MILLS ONTARIO M3C 3L6

BEST
WISHES

GRADUATES

(416)467-5469

“BEST WISHES”

cam
MICRO METALLURGICAL LTD.

Canada's Leading Manufacturer of:

Refrigerators

Ranges

Dishwashers

Automatic Washers

Automatic Dryers

41 MAPLE AVENUE RICHMOND HILL,
ONTARIO L4C 6P4

TELEPHONE: (41«) 889-6231

ARRISCRAFT CORPORATION

STONE - MARBLE - BRICK

P.O. BOX 3190, CAMBRIDGE, ONTARIO, CANADA
(519) 653-3275
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WEDON'T JUST LISTEN TO IDEAS

PUT THEM TO WORK

Now that you hold an Engineering Degree, it’s

important to know where your newly-acquired
knowledge and skills can best be utilized - to your
advantage as well as the company’s. It’s an added
bonus ifyou can join an industry leader who welcomes
new ideas!

Husky Injection Molding Systems has helped
customers world-wide to improve their product
quality, manufacturing efficiency and profitability

with our molds, machines and servo robot/product
handling equipment. We got where we are today by
listcning-toourcustomcrsand ourcmployces. We’re

always ready to stand behind sound ideas that will

make us even stronger! We also like to think we’re a

very flexible organization that doesn’t concern itself

with channels or politics.

Our door is always open to graduate Engineers who
want to work with a strong team... a team that expects
nothing less than the best! And you can expect
employee participation, ongoing career development
and profit sharing.

If you’ve got what it takes to be on the leading edge,

we'd like to hear from you. Send your resume to:

Manager of Recruiting, Husky Injection Molding
Systems Ltd.,P.O. Box 1000, Bolton. Ontario L7E 5S5

HUSKY
Injection molding systems

FORD is m TOURnmme

Ford Electronics Division is a world class automotive supplier of electronic and mechanical components.
Industry wide we have a reputation for providing quality products backed by state-of-the-art technology.

We have Engineering locations, manufacturing facilities and customers around the world. At the Mrakham
facility we manufacture electronic automotive instrumentation, monitoring control and entertainment

equipment tor Ford Motor Company products world wide.

Our plans are ambitious but sound; our Managers seasoned and innovative. We prize initiative and
innovative thinking, have shortened the lines of communication between top and bottom line management,
and vest new employees with significant responsibility.

The automotive electronics industry is at a transition point, where one level of technology has been achieved

and the thrust toward a new level is beginning. In the future we will continue to design and manufacture

a broad array of electrical and electronic components that meet our customers' needs.

Ford is destined to remain in your future, why not put yourself in ours.

FORD
7455 Birchmount Road
Markham, Ontario
L3R 5C2
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Thomas Barnes & Marc Lavine
(416)

485-8483 (416) 787-2895

By the time this comes out, we will be studying for our

last set of undergraduate exams, and our business will

be celebrating its first anniversary. Thus, despite the

need to pay taxes, this is turning out to be a pretty

good month.

Working on the yearbook was a nice way to finish off

the year. Throughout this book you can find the

product of our imaginative and slightly deranged
minds. Most of the title pages, the table of contents,

the photos on the staff page, and the cover emerged
from our partnership. (As did the Gradball poster.)

While we have left our phone numbers above, it is

probably easier to find us around campus, as we have
both been suckered into Masters programs. So if you
are looking for anything from laserprinting to complete
presentations, come say hello.

To all those graduating, congratulations and good luck

in your future endeavours. To all you undergraduates,
there is a light at the end of the tunnel, and no, there

isn’t a train coming the other way.



Skule™ Book 1992

Coming Soon

Editor

Featuring:

-24 Pages of full colour...

-A Flip Movie of the Mighty Skule^

Cannon being Fired

-Larger Pages...

-Pictures of You, Your Friends, The

Cook, The Thief, His Wife and Her

Lover...

His Two Faces...

CHRIS BARNGS -Class Photos

-SkultTLife

-Athletics

Get Yours!
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
YEAR (PEY?

Today's PEV Students
Tomorrow's Engineering Leaders I I i

Put your education to work....

Apply your first 2 years of academic studies to the

world of Industry In order to glue you a focus for

your remaining 2 years at school....

The Professional Experience Year (PEY), a non-compulsory, co-operative education program,

offers excellent industrial experience to engineering students during a one-time only 1 6-month work

period. This Program is an entirely new concept of the traditionally-known co-operative education and

is available only to students of the Faculty of Applied Science and Engineering who have successfully

completed their 2nd year of studies and wish to obtain industrial experience before continuing into 3rd

year. The successful students are placed in industry in May immediately on completion of their 2nd

year and work till September of the following year.

In the ten years since it was introduced, PEY has proven to be an extremely positive experience for

those students who have participated in the program. The 1 6-month commitment period offers the

student both an introduction to the workings of the real world of engineering, as well as the opportunity

to gain invaluable experience in related areas of business such as the development of interpersonal, and

oral and written communication skills, report writing, seminar presentations, and even supervision of

students who work the traditional, short 4-month work periods. Once the initial training period is

completed, the student becomes a member of the real work team and generally performs in the role of a

junior engineer.

Following are some quotes from returning PEY students:

'The PEYprogram has allowed me to compete with engineering co-op students

from other schools and given me a definite advantager over students who did

not participate In the program forjob opportunities when I graduate."

"It was a resounding success for myself...lt added a dimension to my overall

engineering education which could not have been obtained In the lecture hall or

the laboratory."

'The PEYprogram was an excellent experience.... In my opinion the Program

should be mandatory for all engineering students.

"

The first year of the Program saw a placement of 8 students. This year 1 06 students, representative

of each engineering discipline, were placed among 29 companies, 12 of which were new participants.

Some of the participating companies are IBM, GM, Atomic Energy, Bell Northern Research.

Brochures are available on request. For more information, contact the Program Director, Room B740,

Sandford Fleming Building, #978-3132.

(Mrs.) Dalita Berejikian,

Program Director,

Professional Experience Year.
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